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Abstract
Women entrepreneurship in Nepal is a relatively new phenomenon, although women of some
ethnic communities have a long tradition of being involved in micro cottage enterprises.
Women comprise more than half of the total population in Nepal. This study investigated the
condition of women entrepreneurship in Nawalparasi district. The study based on primary
data gathered by use of a structured questionnaire from 17 women enterprises out of 43
women enterprises registered in Nawalpur Chamber of Commerce and Industries. The result
highlights that the majority of the women entrepreneurs are facing the problem of marketing
and lack of business knowledge. The results pointed out that majority of the women
entrepreneurs have not participated in training; however they are involved in trading sector.
Similarly, large percentages of women entrepreneurs in Nawalparasi need training, tax
holiday and soft loan for better performance.
Keywords: Women entrepreneurship, Tax holiday, Soft loan, Poverty

1.

Introduction

Women entrepreneur can be defined as a woman
or group of women who initiate, organize, and
run a business enterprise. In terms of
Schumpeterian concept of innovative
entrepreneurs, women who innovate, imitate or
adopt a business activity are called ìwomen
entrepreneursî.
During the last few decades, recognition has been
given to the importance of womenís
entrepreneurship as a prerequisite for householdlevel poverty alleviation, national economic
development, and the empowerment of women

(Mayoux 2001). The term ëentrepreneurí has been
defined as anyone who ëundertakes the
organization and management of an enterprise
involving innovations, independence and risk, as
well as the opportunity for profit. (Timmons and
Spinelli 2006). Innovation enables and entrepreneur
to venture into new technology, products, and
markets, while independence and risk-taking is
required in every stage of the business from startup to expansion (Ming-Yen 2007).
Development of women entrepreneurs in Asian
developing countries has also a tremendous
potential in empowering women and
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transforming society in the region. Yet in
manycountries, especially where the level of
economic development, reflectedby the level of
income per capita and the degree of
industrialization, isstill low, this potential remains
largely untapped. Forinstance, the less than 10%
of the entrepreneurs in South Asia, comprising
Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal,
Pakistan and Sri Lanka are women. (Sinhal,
2005). Within the Asian region, more attentionhas
been given (and hence more literature is
available) to South Asia (e.g.India, Pakistan,
Nepal, Bangladesh) for two main obvious facts:
seriousnessof poverty and socially, politically and
economically suppressed women.This is also the
motivation for many other women study scholars
such as Das (2000), Dhameja et al. (2002), Raju
(2000), Sasikumar (2000), Sharma and Dhameja
(2002) who have also focused their research in
this part of Asia.
The concept of entrepreneurship in Nepal is of
recent origin. It is only in recent years that it
has received a nation-wide attention. The
concept has been developed to shift the nationís
agricultural production, occupation to
manufacturing occupation. Population growth
and unemployed people, who are dependent on
agriculture, should be shifted to other areas from
agriculture. For the fulfillment of this
employment needs to be created in
manufacturing sector which is one of the
components of entrepreneurship.
In this way the history of entrepreneurship
programme is very short in Nepal. The real
history starts with the Industrial Service Centre
(ISC) where 18 potential entrepreneurs were
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trained in 1975 (CEDA, 19978). Government
of Nepal via the Department of Cottage and
Village Industry (DCVI) initiated such types
of training programme to motivate and
encourage the people mostly living in rural areas,
so that they could establish cottage and smallscale enterprises. Sometime in 1981/82, with the
joint efforts of Bhaktapur Development
Project (BDP) and DCVI, two training
programmes were conducted to train ten and
eighteen participants respectively. During the
period, 1980 to 1983 DCVI run 38
Entrepreneurship Development Programme
(EDP) training programmers in 38 districts to
promote the rural economy through
entrepreneurship. However, despite the increase
in the number of programmes, the participation
of women in the Entrepreneurship Development
Programmes was very limited. Moreover there
was no any women specific training programme
like the women entrepreneurship development.
In context of Nawalparasi district, it lies between
26.120 north to 27.470 north latitude and 85.250
east to 86.360 longitude with the area of 2,01,214
hectors. The district is situated in a height of
1936 meters from the sea level and the climate
is tropical monsoon and warm temperature. The
temperature can reach up to 420c. in summer
and in winter it reach up to 50c.. Similarly, the
main agriculture products of this district are rice,
wheat and sugar-cane. There are 57 village
development committee and 7 municipalities and
also 11 VDCs are situated in Buffer Zone Area
of Chitwan National Park.
Economic development cannot undervalue the
contribution of women from the women
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productivity point of view. The major shift in
national economy from the agriculture sector
as well as none agriculture sector has realized
the importance of entrepreneurship development
especially womenís status. Hence it is useful to
examine women entrepreneurship development
in Nawalparasi district, how far it has been
successful to achieve the goal should be central
theme of the present work.

2.

Objectives of the study

The major issue of this study is what is the access
of women in developing entrepreneurship and
what are the problems faced by them in this
area. Hence, theobjectives of this study is to
access the women entrepreneurship
development and the problem
faced by them in Nawalparasi
district. More specifically this
research investigates the
involvement of women in
entrepreneurship development
and their problem to serve in
the current environmental
condition.

3.
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enterprises will be selected as sample using
judgmental basis. The primary data has been
used in this study. The primary source is one
that collects the data from personal interview,
questionnaire and observation method and
presents it in a systematic way.

4.

Analysis and findings
a)
Types of enterprises

The women entrepreneur who involved in
different types of business, at Nawalparasi
district they has registered their business in
Nawalpur Chamber of Commerce and Industry
are tabulated below:
Table 1
Types of enterprises

Research Design and
Methodology

The word population is used in statistics denotes
the aggregate from which the sample is to be
taken. Under the population survey method, data
are collected for each and every unit of the
population or universe, which is the complete
set of items, the interest in any particular
situation. There are 43 enterprises operating and
registered in Nawalpur Chamber of Commerce
and Industry. These are the population of the
study. Out of them, only seventeen women

From the table 1, it can be noticed that among
the total 43 enterprises operated by women
entrepreneurs at Nawalparasi district, 16 women
entrepreneurs have been doing general stores;
it represents 37.21 percent in total enterprises.
Similarly, remaining enterprises operating by
different women entrepreneurs, who consist of
fancy, cosmetic and beauty parlors, stationary,
electrical and electronic, petroleum and others.
Thus, it can be explained here that large number
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of women entrepreneurs are running general
stores.

b)

Training Participation

Knowledge as well as skill is also the most
important components of the
entrepreneur to establish and
to run the business smoothly.
To get the knowledge about
the venture training plays vital
role for successful operation.
The women entrepreneurs of
the Nawalparasi district who
have taken part in training
programme demonstrate by
the following table.
Table 2
Training participated by the entrepreneur

As per the table 2, only 29.41% of women
entrepreneurs have taken part in training
programme for their skill development. Majority
of the women entrepreneurs of Nawalparasi
district, i.e. 70.59 percent have not got
knowledge and skill through training programme.

c)

Problem facedby the owner

In context of social, cultural and economic
environment of Nepalese society, women faced
many problems to establish and run the business
smoothly. Similarly the women entrepreneurs in
Nawalparasi district have some obstacles and
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problems in their own way of entrepreneurship
development. As per the acquired data, the related
problems are presented in the following table:
Table 3
Problem faced by the owner

Table 3 presents the different kinds of problems
faced by owner of the concerned entrepreneurs.
There are 14 (31.82%) owners who
faced marketing problem. The
marketing problem is created due to
lack of customer order, unhealthy
competition in the competitive
environment as well as lack of
sufficient supply of raw materials to produce
the product. Whereas 13 (29.55%) owners
faced the lack of business knowledge. On the
other hand, another major problem faced by
entrepreneurs are collection of fund and socioeconomic problem. It is concern to the
insufficient available of funds for working capital
as well as timely payment of operating expenses.

d)

Facility needed for better
performance

Women entrepreneurs can also contribute a great
extend to the nation if they have adequate
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knowledge and proper facilities for their
entrepreneurship development. The information
collected from the women entrepreneurs of the
women entrepreneurs of Nawalparasi district
whom need the different kinds of facilities are
presented in the table 4.
Table 4
Facility needed for better performance

According to table 4, 16 entrepreneurs need
training for the better performance of their
venture. It shows that 30.19 percent
entrepreneurs can shows better performance if
they are trained to increase their skill and
performance. Similarly, the same percentage of
women entrepreneurs need tax holiday for their
additional performance. If entrepreneur is
provided the facility of tax holiday, they can
perform well to develop their entrepreneurship.
On the other hand, 11 entrepreneurs or 20.75
percent of total entrepreneurs need soft loan
and 18.87 percent of total entrepreneurs need
skilled labour for the better performance.

5.

Summary and Conclusion

In Nawalparasi district, most of the women
entrepreneurs are involved in general stores
trading-based enterprises whereas lest number
of women have been involving in manufacturing
enterprises. Among the total number of owner,
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only 5 or 29.41 percent owners had taken part
in training to develop their skill and knowledge.
The women entrepreneurs of Nawalparasi
district have faced many problems to run the
business smoothly. Among the different problems
most of the entrepreneurs have faced marketing
problem and lack of business knowledge. So that
it reflects an important considerable thing is that
if they are provided to do their business
without these problems, they can do
better activities in the field of
entrepreneurship so that it really
contributes a lot to the interest of society
and the nation. Despite those problems,
they have problems to solve i.e.
collection of fund, socio-economic, legal problem.
The entrepreneurs of Nawalparasi district are
not running business facing the different
problems but also insufficient facilities available
them. If they are provided necessary facilities
to promote their profession, they can perform
effectivelyand efficiently.As a result current
male entrepreneurs and potential male
entrepreneurs have to learn from the women
entrepreneurs. For this, to promote it is essential
training, tax holiday and soft loan are the vital
facility, which is needed to the women
entrepreneurs. If the facility of soft loan is
provided to them, they can update their
enterprise in terms of productivity and
effectiveness.
To promote women entrepreneurs, they have to
provide many facilities not only from the
government institution but also from the social
and family. They have to be provided support,
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courage and arrange co-ordination in terms of
economic strength, social status, firmsí
infrastructure, and environment, has to provide
low interest rate loan even zero percent, arrange
training facility for untrained and potential
entrepreneurs. On the other hand, the
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government has to take necessary steps to
promote women entrepreneur in marketing
sector, economic sector as well as management
of enterprises and to develop the skill of the
existing and potential women entrepreneurs.
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ABSTRACT
The stories ìI Know Why the Caged Bird Singsî and ìWhy You Reckon?î dramatize suffering
caused by racial discrimination and consequent attack upon white society for its racial
hatred. In ìI Know Why the Caged Bird Singsî, the narrator, a black girl, is compelled to
leave her employerís house for the quest for her own identity, whereas, in ìWhy You Reckonî,
both the black and white boys are brave enough to accept the fake racial values of white
society. It also tries to analyze the issue of power is presented in both stories focusing on
psychological domination, comparative social status of the characters and the issue of
quest for identity. This paper tries to explain how these elements are related to each other,
with common theme of quest for identity.

1.

Introduction

The story ìI Know Why the Caged Bird Singsî
is written with the motive of evoking pity for
two millions of women at the South who were
discriminating in whiteís apartheid policy. It
depicts the movement of slavery to freedom.
The Black girl is representative character of
black community who is moving from ìself
hatred to self acceptance from silence to a
language and voice uniquely her ownî
(Memoir,1005). This personal recollection shows
her ìearly experience as a domestic servant and
her rebellion against her employerî(136). It
eloquently shows the courage of a Negro girl to
come out of the segregated domestic chain of
class, race, and gender.
The story I Know the Caged Bird Sings follows

Margaretís personal life at the age of early
childhood as well as struggle she faces with
racism when she was a house maid in a white
woman Mrs. Viola Cullinanís house. She
remembers that in Mid Victorian age, Black
women were regarded fit for domestic duties
like crocheting, and tatting. They were required
to be good cook, good home manager, and skillful
in needle work and other traditional jobs. At the
age of ten, the narrator employed at Mrs.
Cullionís house. Mrs. Cullinan expected
everything in proper order and she used to have
dinner exact in time either her husband had
arrived or not.
Mrs. Cullinan was from Virginia. She was ugly
but the narrator thought that she is lucky enough
to get such a handsome husband. The narratorís
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brother had told her that she couldnít have
children and she was delicate boned. Her female
organ had removed. But her husband had two
daughters by a colored lady. Mrs. Cullinan spent
her days with neighboring women gossiping,
eating, and having fun with them.
Mrs. Cullinan had another lady servant, Miss
Glory, who had been working in her house more
than twenty years. She was a simple, tolerant
woman who had capacity to digest easily of any
kinds of humiliations and misbehaviors by her
Mistress and her friends. Glory told Margaret
that the black servants had to learn a whole new
language to describe the luxurious life and
comforts of white masters.
On evening, Miss Glory asked the narrator to
serve the ladies on porch. While she was
returning back to the kitchen, one of the ladies
asked her name. Mrs. Cullinan told her that her
name was Margaret and she didnít like too much
with the strangers. But the lady insisted that the
name Margaret was too long and she should be
called saying a short name ìMarryî. The
narrator fumed in the kitchen being called out
of oneís name has an image of hellish horror.
She decided to quit the job but there was no
reason to do so because her mother insisted her
staying there.
For a week the narrator looked into Mrs.
Cullinanís face while she called her Marry. She
started to come early and leave early. Miss Glory
also to be dissatisfied with her because she didnít
give much attention in cleaning pots left egg yolk
everywhere. One day, according to her brother
Bailyís plan, she smashed casserole and two of
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the green glass cups on the tiled floor. Cullinan
came to the spot screaming because the narrator
had broken the best adored cups. In a great furry,
she began to scold threw the broken wedges of
plate towards her. But unfortunately it hit Miss
Glory over her ear and she started to cry. At
last, the narrator left the front door wide open
so that the neighbors also could hear. She
became happy hearing her name Margret from
Cullinanís mouth when she scolded her.

Why You Reckon?
Langston Hughes, in the story ìWhy You
Reckonî, examines the depressed poverty
stricken two Afro-American boys searching
for shelter and food on a cold night. While
the narrator was on a One Hundred and Thirty
third street, he saw another colored hungry
fellow. They decided to rob white people to
satisfy their hunger. These rich people came to
Harlem to spend forty to fifty bucks in the night
clubs. They made a plan to grab the white fellow
and push him down to the basement door of
furnace where the narrator used to spend the
night.
In the midnight, according to their plan, on Dixie
Bar white man got right by them. When a white
woman called Edward and reminded him that
she had left her purse, cigarettes and compact
in the car. At the same time, these two AfroAmerican boys grabbed a white fellow named
Edward Peedee McGill and pulled him down
the steps of the basement door. The white man
asked them what they wanted but didnít yell.
One of the colored men suggested that they rob
the white man for money, as they have nothing
to lose.
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As both characters were talking, the white man
told them how everything actually in Harlem.
He said that in Harlem everything is not right.
When the white boy indicated that having
sufficient money also, no one can perfectly enjoy
their lives, the colored boy said that he would be
happy if he had sufficient wealth. The white
boy amused that being rich also the white flocks
were not happy. Hearing this reality, the two
Afro-American boys overwhelmed if they simply
had the means of basic needs-food and shelter.

2.

Psychological Domination

From the beginning, in the story ìI Know Why
the Caged Bird Singsî, the narrator appears
searching her power or identity and defy the
social norms. Then the writer recently highlights
the importance of power for the narrator. Her
desire to search her own identity smashing the
traditional norms and values is apparent from
the first view.
While white girls learned to waltz and
sit gracefully with a tea cup balanced
on their knees, we were lagging behind,
learning the Mid Victorian values with
very little money to indulge them
(Angelou,137).
The narratorís social status provides her to
master in household activities. She assumes more
active role instead of her passive traditional role.
Instead of the traditional ìart of crocheting and
tattingî, she plays a great role to emphasis her
identity. (137)She was compelled to work at
Cullinanís kitchen because of her mother and
her social position but after losing her identity
as ìMaryî, she decided to revolt the domination
of whites as she calls ìthat horrible would never
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have the chance to call me Marry because if I
was starving Iíd never work for her. î
(Angelou,140)
Accompanying that voice is strength of
character that enables the adolescent
Maya to begin to resist racist forces.
When her employer Mrs. Cullinan
refuses to call her by her proper name,
Marguerite, and insists on calling her
Mary, Maya cannot quit her job, but she
can get herself fired. She breaks family
heirloom dishes. When another maid
asks her whether ìMarry ìis the one
responsible, Mrs. Cullinan barks, ìHer
nameís Margaret, goddamn it, her
nameís Margaret!î (1006,Zlogar)
Her power and dignity revolves more forceful
when she smashes the most adorest casserole
and cups in tiled floor. Her Mistress furious
nature is dominated when ìI left the front door
wide open so all the neighbors could hear.î (144)
In another story ìWhy You Reckonî, the
psychological domino of the two Afro-American
boys compels to kidnap the white boy. Here also
the storyteller highlights the importance of power
and money. These two protagonists agree to
kidnap a white fellow to fulfill their hunger and
shelter as well as show their anger at the white
people.
ìThey sure donít,î he says. ìThese here
rich flocks come up to Harlem spendiní
forty or fifty bucks in the night clubs
and speak easies and donít care nothiní
ëbout you and me out here in the street,
do they? Huh? well, one of ëemís gonna
give up some money tonight before he
gets homeî (Hughes, 177).
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The white boy, on the other hand is aware of
this power which he exclaims ìGee this was
excitingî (180). Thatís why after being
kidnapped, he becomes totally dominated in the
story. He starts treating the black boys equally.
ìThis is the first exciting thing thatís ever
happened to me, ìsaid the white guy. î
This is first time in my life Iíve ever
had a good time in Harlem. Everything
else have been fake, a show. You know
something you pay for. This was realíí
(Hughes,180).

3.

The issue of social status

The plot of ìI Know Why the Caged Bird Sings
ìis primarily concerns with the discrimination
privileged in southern states. Being a colored
girl, the narrator is compelled to hide her inner
desire to be a servant in a white womanís
kitchen Mrs. Cullinan has power over her at the
beginning because she was from upper class
white family.
Mrs. cullinan kept up the tradition of
her wealthy parents. She was from
Virginia. Miss Glory, who was a
descendent of slaves that had worked
for the Cullinans told me her history.
She had married beneath her (according
to Miss Glory). Her husbandís family
hadnít had their money very long and
what they had ìdidnít mount to muchî
(Angelou,138).
Though Margaret represents the lower class,
black girl she doesnít like to be oppressed or
dominated. Though she understands her position
in the society as a slaves, or woman she tries to
find out her space in the society.
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For a week I looked into Mrs. Cullinanís
face as she called me Mary. She
ignored my coming late and leaving
early. Miss Glory was a little annoyed
because I had begun to leave egg yolk
on the dishes and wasnít putting much
heart in polishing the sliver. I hoped that
she would complain to our boss, but she
didnít (Angelou,143).
Her desire to be out of aristocratic family
symbolically represents her dissatisfaction with
class position.
When I heard Mrs. Cullinan scream,
ìMary!î I picked up the casserole and
two of the green glass cups in readiness.
As she rounded the kitchen door I let
them fall on the tiled floor
(Angelou,143).
In the story ìWhy You Reckon,î the colored
boy who represent the lower class, search for
food and shelter on a cold night make a plan to
kidnap the white folks who spend money
extravagantly at night club. Such dream
symbolically represents the dissatisfaction of
these characters with their class position. These
two characters, in their dream see themselves
struggling to climb a ladder of poverty to obtain
their requirement of their basic needs. The white
boy, whom they thought happy with material
prosperity, evokes the reality ìWhat do you
suppose is the matter with rich white folks? Why
you reckon they ainít happy?î (Hughes,181).
When the white boy gets himself back, he says
the colored boy ìThis is the first time in my life
Iíve ever had a good time in Harlem.î The
ground reality of Afro American boy ìIf I had
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your money, Iíd be always having a good time,î
becomes fake when the white boy replied ìIím
glad you had a good timeî (Hughes,181).
But in spite of their desires, Hughes characters
are destined to remain in the class to they were.
The two Afro American boys would be
overjoyed if they simply had the means of
necessities; food and shelter. However, they
donít so their depression is the main cause for
their violent crime.

4.

Quest for Own Identity

ìI Know Why the Caged Bird Singsî is narrated
by a mature woman reflecting upon her
childhood experiences and the events that forced
her to face the consequence of racial violence
between middle class white woman and lower
class black woman. In the story, Maya Angelou
illustrates the blackís womanís lost position when
the girl is sent to Mrs. Cullinanís kitchen to learn
proper conduct.
Angelou explores the tension caused by racial
hatred. She further illustrates how Black woman
were victimized by discriminatory racial system.
She has chosen a teen age girl as her spokes
person who revolts against apartheid imposed
by deeply rooted social construct. It also
explores the courage of a young girl who needs
to establish her own identity and to rise above
the ordinary level of the society. The girl has
ìmastered the art of crocheting and tattingî to
learn the proper conduct in Cullinanís kitchen
(Angelou, 137). After changing her name by her
Mistressís friend she decides, ìI wouldnít pee
on her if her heart is on fire,î shows the
revolutionary spirit of her anger (Angelou, 140).
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The main character of the story, teen age girl,
is real rebellious character who faces very
difficult and troublesome situation during her
employment ìI dropped the empty serving trayî
in Cullinanís kitchen (Angelou,143).Ultimately, î
I let them fall on the tiled floorî she starts to
revolt against the inhuman behavior of white
woman (Angelou,143). At the end of the story,
her conflicting state of mind concerning the
opening of the door ìso all the neighbors could
hear,î shows her willpower to reveal her
revolution towards the white society
(Angelou,144).
The story ìWhy You Reckonî also shows racial
discrimination and quest for own identity during
the depression time before the war. In the story,
Hughes demonstrates the miserable condition
of the black people especially ìthat second world
war had busted out.î The colored boy is the
central character of the story who revolts
against hunger to emancipate ìHuman Raceî
in the same ground of humanity, equality and
freedom (Hughes, 177).
The other character white boy also revolts
against the fake values of his own society
and tries to establish ìthis is the first exciting
thing thatís ever happened to me. This is the
first time in my life Iíve ever had a good time
in Harlem. Everything else has been fake, a
show. You know something you pay for.
This was real,î for his identity (Hughes,181).
The fake value of the story, ìif I had your money,
Iíd be always having a good timeî and
ìNo, you wouldnítî which later on leads
the narrator to disillusionment and despair
(Hughes, 181).
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At the beginning of the story, the two color boyís
conflicting state of mind whether to rob for their
hunger or to dismiss the idea is the turning point
of the whole plot structure. However, they rob
the white boy together but the other boy refuses
to share the goods that they have robbed shows
the identity crisis within among the black people.
The narrator could have rejected the other boyís
proposal but he has accepted which is the
greatest challenge of hunger. This shows his
inability to go beyond the conventional beliefs
of society which allocates blacks are
marginalized in the society. ìYou are starvingî
donít starve like a fool. You must be in love with
white folks somethingî refers the hunger
covered in the society. Indeed, the color boy
and the white boy fight for the fake values of
the society and they face many difficulties in
their journey (Hughes, 177).
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5.

Conclusion

Both the stories ìI Know Why the Caged Bird Singsî
and ìWhy You Reckonî show the race relation of
the society where the teenage colored girl rebels
against the white woman for her own identity and
the white boy accepts the fake value of white society
to get his own identity. Moreover the colored boys
would be overjoyed if they simply had the means of
necessities. Both the stories illustrate many of the
problems that African American faced during the
depression era, ranging from prejudices and discrete
racism to a general air of hopelessness and despair.
However the characters are bold enough to search
their own identity. The characters of these stories
are from different class and psychological
background. Throughout the stories there is continual
struggle between these characters for their identity.
The purpose of the authors is to show intense racial
hatred shattered by the violence and try to establish
their own identity.
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Abstract
This study on context of organizational change in Nepalese financial sector has been
carried out with the objective of exploring and analyzing the managerial experience in
regard to the process that demand the timely changes in the organizations they work. Manager
irrespective of ownership of work organization, their gender and level hold more or less
similar views to show the relevancy of contextual factors of organizational change. Primarily
its findings are applicable in identifying the context of change and gravity of their effect on
the organizations.
Key words: organizational change, commercial banks, forces for change, context and
contextual factors for change.

The Background
Organizations are the outcome of collective
human efforts for the betterment of mankind.
Traditionally, organizations were conceived as
the coalition of the people for the achievement
of the goal through the use of collective
resources. But now-a-days, organizations are
more than the coalition of people; therefore, these
are becoming the hope of common people in
the society for their common benefits.
Organizations are expected to work for the
fulfillment of the expectations of managers,
employees, customers, government and
public at large. Pokharel (2013) states that
organizations at present, feel high pressure
to be learning, innovative, dynamic and flexible
for their survival and satisfaction of the internal
as well as external stakeholders.
An organizational change is a process by which

organizational entity alters its form, state or
function overtime. An organizational change can
be described sequence of events that are
unfolded during the organizational entityís
existence and that relate to a specific type of
change (Van de Ven & Poole, 1995). Typical
organization change process includes
development of new products, organizational
innovations, the movement of an organization
from bureaucratic structure to team based
management and the resolution of critical
decision (Stevenson & Greenberg, 1998: Bennis,
1965). According to Kotter (1996) change is
extra ordinarily difficult to accomplish in the
organizations and is needed to hazardous
undertaking. Kotter warns that when
organization change is attempted but failed, the
cost can be high in terms of time and money.
Moreover the organization undergoes process
of demoralization and losses managerial
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credibility. But avoiding the issues and trying to
maintain status quo is no longer an option.
Change is the way to organizational survival.
Bennis (1996) predicted that the coming years
and decades would bring increasing change and
to survive organizations would have to adapt.
He predicted a more turbulent external
environment for organizations would have to
adapt. He predicted a more turbulent external
environment for organizations which is now seen
in rapid price changes, governmental
deregulations, accelerating technological
development and increasing global competition.
As suggested by Bennis, the organizations to
remain in ongoing business need to be adaptive,
flexible, cooperative, agile, and reactive. Greene
(1998) found the most fundamental pressure for
changes are aspiration, performance
discrepancies or differences between aspirations
and current performance. Organizations
understanding and managing the change are
seen effective and efficient.
However, the organizations in private, joint
venture or public sector have to move according
to the demand created by their external as well
as internal environmental forces. They are
focusing their efforts to bring the timely
changes in their technology, shared values
and culture, strategy, structure, systems and
the human resources (Hilt et al 2010:432). The
only way left to organizations is to manage
change successfully. Failure to manage
change in an acceptable manner can be costly.
This can be disastrous if it leads to the loss of
skilled manpower with a lot of embedded
knowledge. The negative provoke by the
mishandling of change will also prevent
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management from accessing the pool of tacit
knowledge among employees that can make all
the differences to how efficiently new
management will work (Child 2005:292). In the
above framework the present study is based on
the environmental (contextual) aspect of the
organizational change. The success of
organizational change management depends
heavily on the primary function to gauge the
demand and pressure of the contextual factors
of the company.

The Problem
Organizations are facing unpredictable
challenges. They are forced to limit their
costs maximize benefits and act strategically in
an extremely complex global society.
Globalization, technological developments ,
volatility of consumer demand, and shorter
product life cycles have precipitated continuing
environmental shifts and demanded a more
strategic perspective from those who manage
and lead the organization (Seppala et al., 2012).
Majority of the failure of change management
processes are due to the primary cause of
underestimating the pressures created by
the different contextual factors. Therefore,
the study on knowing the relevancy of
such contextual factors has become a major
issue in the organizational change management
process and literature. Thus the present
research has concentrated on the issue of
identifying the degree of relevancy of the context
of organizational change in Nepalese work
settings.

The Objective
This study has been carried out with the basic
objective of exploring and analyzing the
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managerís views in regard to finding the
relevancy of contexts of organizational change
in Nepalese financial sector. It will also support
to gauge the level of the pressure created by
the environmental forces to bring the changes
in the selected commercial banks of Nepal.

Methodology
The present research follows exploratory cum
descriptive survey, research design to address
the above issues and achieve the objectives. The
study presents the opinions collected from the
managers working in íAí class commercial banks
under private, joint venture, and government and
semi government ownership comprising of three
from each category. The opinions of the
managers have been analyzed comparatively
among the ownerships of the bank, and between
the gender and level of the managers working
in nine ëAí class commercial banks of Nepal.
Hence the present research also attempts to
carry some characteristics of comparative
research design as explained in May (2001:206)
and Heinn et al. (2006: 60).
The sample of the nine banks, except the banks
under the government and semi government
ownership were selected purposively. The
samples of the responding managers were
selected conveniently seeing their readiness to
participate in the idea sharing for the research
purposes. The respondents were selected on the
basis of participation in the training programme.
Those who were not participated in management
training were excluded from the populations for
sample. A total of 266 individual managers
provided the usable responses for the study.
Among them 37 (14%), 55 (21%) and 174 (65%)
were from private, joint venture and government
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and semi-government banks respectively. Out
of 266 responses received 111 (42%) and 155
(58%) were from the senior and junior managers
in the order. The number of male and female
managers participating in the study were 196
(74%) and 70 (26%) respectively. The
questionnaires were designed in the format of
unipolar 5 point scaling as suggested by
Schaeffer and Pressure (2003).
The statistical tools applied to analyze the data,
were the simple arithmetic mean, standard
deviation and the coefficient of variations. The
computed Cronbachís Alpha was 0.742, which
reflexes the accepted reliability of the
instruments used in the survey.

Significance and Limitation of the Study
Organizations are the open social system
promoted in the contemporary pluralistic society.
Organizations are in the pressure of different
contextual factors and demanded to make timely
changes in their structure, process and the
outcome. Managers are vigilant personalities
needing to measure the relevancy of the
pressure of such contextual factors. The present
research is guided to find the level of relevancy
of the contextual factors as viewed by the
managers working in commercial banks of
Nepal. Hence, this research would have some
significant results to the current and upcoming
managers to plan, implement and evaluate their
change efforts by analyzing the context of
change.
This study suffers from several limitations.
Among them some notable are, it explores the
limited contextual factors of change, it is only
concentrated on managers experience and limits
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only in the commercial banking sector. Thus it
does not claim the generalizability.

Data Presentation and Discussions
The stability and change in the organization
depends on the pace of change of the internal
as well as external environment of the
organization. Vas (2001) has categorized growing
competition, internationalization, technological
innovation, deregulation, and shift in the culture
in the society as the contextual forces for
change. Other internal contexts that pressure
the organization for change are the philosophy
of top management, work force mix and etc.
The present research takes the government
actions, market mechanism, rapid technological
innovation, a forward looking manager, changing

work force composition, cultural shift, and the
owners expectation as the forces demanding
changes in the private, joint venture, government
and semi-government commercial banks in
Nepal.
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1.

Context of Organizational Change:
Ownership Perspective

Manager from different banks were requested
to show the degrees of relevancy of contextual
forces for change in their respective
organizations. The banks were classified as
private, joint venture, and government and semigovernment. The following table shows the
mean values, standard deviations and
coefficients variation for each recognized
context of change. Managers indicated their
views as most relevant (1), more relevant (2),
relevant (3), less relevant (4) and irrelevant (5).
Table 1
Context of Organizational Change:
Ownership Perspective

According to table above, the mean values obtained
for the responses of the managers of private bank,
joint venture and government and semi-government
banks were 1.86, 2.11 and 1.88 in regard to
government action as the context of change in their
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organizations respectively. All the managers from
all ownership patterns recognized that government
action as the more relevant environmental force
to bring the changes in their organizations. The
responses of managers from joint venture banks
were less variable in comparison to managers
responding from joint venture and government and
semi government banks. The mean values obtained
for the responses in regard to market mechanism
as the context of change were 1.78, 1.68, and 1.81
for the managers in private, joint venture and
government and semi government banks
respectively. The managers irrespective of
ownership of the banks recognized the market
mechanism as the more relevant force for change.
The variability of responses was less for the
managers from private bank followed by
government and semi government, and joint venture
banks.
Rapid technological innovation was the next
context of change ranked by the managers in
all banks. The mean values obtained, for the
responses of the managers from private, joint
venture and government and semi government
banks were 1.57, 1.75, and 1.65 respectively.
Irrespective of ownership pattern, all the
managers recognized rapid technological
innovation as more relevant environmental force
for change. The variability of the responses was
low for the managers of joint venture banks.
The mean values obtained for the responses in
regard to a forward looking manager as the
context of change were 2.41, 1.85 and 1.98 for
the managers from private, joint venture, and
government and semi government banks
accordingly. According to mean values, all the
responding managers realized it as more relevant
context of changes. private banks managers
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were less variable for responses. The mean
values obtained for the variable changing work
force composition as the force for change were
2.73, 2.33, and 2.31 for the responses of
managers from private, joint venture and
government and semi government banks
respectively. The managers from private banks
opined relevancy of the changing work force
composition to bring the change in enterprise.
Managers from other banks recognized changing
work force composition as the more relevant
force for change. The variability of responses
was same for the managers in private and
government and semi government banks. The
variability of responses was more for the
manager in joint venture banks.
Cultural shift as the context of change was rated
by the managers and mean values obtained for
the responses were 3.32, 2.73, and 2.61 for the
managers in private, joint venture, and
government and semi government banks. The
entire respondents found it as relevant
environmental force for change. The variability
of responses was less for the managers in joint
venture bank followed by managers in private
and government and semi government banks.
The ownerís expectation as the context of
change in the organization was the last variable
rated by the managers. The mean values were
2.78, 2.51, and 2.48 for the responses received
from private, joint venture and government and
semi government banks respectively. According
to mean values the managers in private banks
perceived it as relevant. Remaining managers
from joint venture and government and semi
government banks recognized owner ís
expectation as more relevant contextual factorof
change. The responses were less variable for
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the private banks, and high for the response form
the government and semi government banks.
Summing above, the managers from all ownership
patterns expressed same opinion in respect to the
degree of relevancy of the environmental force
for change, like government action, market
mechanism, rapid technological innovation, and a
forward looking manager. But for other cases like
changing work force composition, cultural shift, and
ownerís expectation as the context of change, the
respondents hold different opinions.

2.

Context of Organizational Change:
Gender Perspective

The following table attempts to show the
summary of the responses received from male
and female managers from the different banks
under study. They were asked to show the
relevancy of the context of change as they
perceive in their work organizations in the scale
like, most relevant (1) more relevant (2) relevant
(3), less relevant (4), and irrelevant (5).
Table 2
Context of Organizational Change:
Gender Perspective
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According to table above, the mean values,
standard deviations and coefficients, of variation
(CV) for the responses received were
calculated and compared between male and
female managers, Government action was
recognized by the male and female managers
as the more relevant context of change. The
computed mean values were 1.94 for male and
1.89 for female. The consistency of responses
seems to be same for both the gender. For
market mechanism as the environmental force
for change, the mean values obtained were 1.84
and 1.60 for male and female managers
respectively. They recognized market
mechanism as more relevant force for changes
in organizations. The responses of male
manager were comparatively consistent in
comparison to female managers. Rapid
technological innovation was also found more
relevant context to bring the changes in
companies for male as well as female managers.
The mean values were 1.67 and 1.64 for male
and female managers, respectively. In this
regard also the responses of male managers
were consistent in comparison to their
counterpart female managers. Another
contextual factor, the forward looking manager
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was also rated as more relevant perspective of
change by male and female managers. Mean
values for their responses in regard to forward
looking manager were 1.95 and 2.04 for male
and female managers correspondingly. The
consistency of responses was same for both the
gender. Changing work force composition was
rated by male managers as more relevant and
same was rated as relevant context of change
by the female managers. The mean values were
2.31 for male and 2.53 for female managers.
The variability of responses was more for male
managers.
Cultural shift was the next variable rated by both
the gender. The mean values computed and
obtained were 2.65 and 2.97 for male and female
managers correspondingly. Male as well as
female managers opined that cultural shift was
relevant circumstance of change in their
respective enterprises. The variability was less
in the responses of female managers. The mean
values for the male and female managers in
respect to the ownerís expectation as the force
for change were 2.58 and 2.39 respectively.
According to mean values, it was relevant for
male and more relevant for female managers.
The consistency in the responses of male and
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female managers was same.
Summing above in regard to identifying the
relevancy of context of change like, government
action, market mechanism, rapid technological
innovation, a forward looking manager, and
cultural shift, male and female managers
expressed similar views. In the cases of
changing work force composition and the
ownerís expectation, male and female managers
were different in their opinions.

3.

Context of Organizational Change:
Level Perspective

An attempt has been made to show the
summary of the responses received from the
different levels of managers in respect to
indicating the relevancy of the forces for change.
The following table shows the results. Senior
and junior managers were requested to indicate
the relevancy of forces as, most relevant (1),
more relevant (2), relevant (3), less relevant (4),
and irrelevant (5).
Table 3
Context of Organizational Change: Level
Perspective
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As presented in table above the managers were
grouped as senior and junior level managers for
the study purpose. The mean values computed
for the responses of the managers recognizing
government action as the more relevant force
for change were 1.73 for senior managers and
2.05 for junior managers. The variability in the
responses was high for senior managers. Market
mechanism was reported as the more relevant
context of change by senior as well as junior
managers. The mean values were 1.62 and 1.89
for senior and junior managers accordingly. The
variability of responses was less for senior
managers. Both the level of managers found
rapid technological innovation as more relevant
perspective of the change in their organizations.
The mean values obtained for the responses
were 1.54 for senior and 1.74 for junior
managers. Comparatively the consistency in
responses was high for the junior managers. A
forward looking manager was perceived as
more relevant context to bring the change in the
organizations by senior as well as junior
managers. The mean values were 1.91 and 2.03
for senior and junior manager respectively.
Comparatively, junior managers were found
consistent in their opinions.
Changing work force composition was more
relevant factor of change for senior and junior
managers. The mean values for changing work
force were 2.43 and 2.33 for senior and junior
managers respectively. The responses of senior
managers were consistent in comparison to
juniors. For both the level of managers cultural
shift was relevant force for change. The mean
values for this concern were 2.63 for senior and
2.80 for juniors. Comparatively, the responses
of junior managers were less variable. The mean
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values obtained for the responses in regard to
the ownerís expectation were 2.43 for senior
and 2.59 for junior managers. According to mean
values ownerís expectation as the context of
change was more relevant for seniors and,
relevant for juniors. The variability of the
responses of junior managers was less than the
senior managers.
Summing above, the rating of different forces
for change were almost similar for senior as
well as junior managers in all the cases, but in
case of the ownerís expectation they differed
with each other.

Conclusions, Implications and Suggestions
for Future Research
The present research paper on context for
organizational change has concluded that all the
factors like government action, market
mechanism, and rapid technological innovation,
a forward looking manager, changing work force
composition, cultural shift and the ownerís
expectation are the relevant context of change
in the views of Nepalese mangers. Irrespective
of ownership of the banks, all the responding
managers are enough aware of the importance
of the environmental factors for change. Senior
and junior managers also have the similar
understanding about the relevancy of contextual
factors of organizational change. There are no
differences in the views of male and female
managers.
This study has academic as well as practical
implications. This study helps to the practicing
managers to understand the environmental
pressure and to measure its relevancy. It is also
helpful to the academic and professional
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consultant who facilitate to the change
management process.
The future researchers are advised to replicate
this study in other sectors of organizational
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activities like, industry and trade. On the basis
of this study the theory of context of change
can also be further strengthen in Nepalese
cultural setting.
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Abstract
Corporate organizations owe a duty to fully disclose matters concerning their operations so
as to aid investors in making investment decisions. This work empirically investigates the
effect of information content of financial statements on shareholdersí investment decisions.
The study is vital as it portrays the extent to which shareholders of banks listed on the Nepal
Stock Exchange are influenced by the contents of published accounts in their investment
decisions. In order to determine the relationship between information contents of financial
statements and shareholdersí investment decisions in Nepal, regression model was employed
to establish the relationship between the variables. The findings generally indicate that
shareholders in the Nepalese capital market do not rely much on financial statements as a
major determining factor for their investment decisions. It was also observed that other
factors or variables outside the firmsí annual reports such as regularity of dividend payment
and market price of shares are vital to shareholders for their investment decisions.
Keywords: Financial statements, Shareholders, Investments, Published accounts

1.

Introduction

The purpose of financial statement is to provide
reliable information about the financial position,
performance, and relevant changes in financial
position of a company or business. Listed
companies use financial statements as one of
the major medium of communication with their
equity shareholders and public at large (Cheng
and Yang, 2003; Sloan, 1996; Hribar and Collins,
2002). When these financial statements are
released, they can have large impacts on the
business and on the investors of the company.

Therefore, it is critical for the companies to
ensure that the information the statements
present is correct. Financial statements can have
a drastic effect on the stock price of a company.
Many investors look at the financial statements
when making investment decisions. If
information is presented in a financial statement
that is better or worse than expected, it can send
the stock price up or down. Investors often use
financial ratios based on information from the
financial statements to make assumptions.
Because of this, the financial statements can
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have a serious effect on the investors of a
business. Financial statements can also have an
impact on how easy it is for a business to get
financing. If a company is trying to take out a
business loan, the lender will typically want to
look at the financial statements of that company.
If the information on the financial statements is
not flattering, it may negatively impact the ability
of the company to borrow money. Lenders
usually only want to invest in companies that
have good financial numbers.
Financial statements also have impact on new
investors. When a company issues new shares
of stock, it will most likely distribute financial
statements to potential investors. The potential
investors will examine the financial statements
to determine if they want to put money into the
company. Low earnings numbers could
negatively impact the number of investors willing
to put money into the company. In some cases,
financial statements can even affect other
businesses. For example, a leading company in
a particular industry releasing financial
statements can influence that industry as a
whole. Bad numbers by a leading company can
sometimes lead to a negative outlook on other
companies. This may drive down the stock
prices on other companies in the same industry
or sector of the market. These elements of
financial statement provide information about the
resources, obligation and the performance of the
company in a clear, simple and understandable
manner. Shareholders of a company, both
existing and potential, will want to know how
effectively the directors are performing their
stewardship function. They will use the financial
statement as a base for decisions to dispose of
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some or all of their shares, or to buy some.
Investment decisions depend on expectations of
the benefits of the investment, which in turn
depend on expectations of future growth and
product demand. Expectations of future growth
are based on information that includes earnings
per share, dividends per share, leverage, and
liquidity.
Hence, shareholders need to receive full benefit
of their investment and so need clear and fairly
stated information to enable them make effective
and efficient investment decision. Such
information is expected to be fully contained in
the financial statements of the companies of
interest to the shareholders. This study will be
of immense benefit to banks by improving the
banking performance and it is equally important
to financial analysts, investors, companies and
financial organizations. This is because the study
intends to help these stockholders in decision
making. The study will help in widening
knowledge financial statement in investment
decision making, it will also make the organization
to appreciate the importance of sound financial
statement in the provision of information
necessary for decision making.

2.

Literature Review

Financial statement is defined as financial
information which is the information relating to
financial position of any firm in a capsule form
(Gautam, 2005). As postulated by Pandey (2005)
investment decisions or analysis has to do with
an efficient allocation of capital. It involves
decision to commit the firmís funds to the longterm assets. Such decisions are of considerable
importance to the firm since they tend to
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determine its value size by influencing its
growths, profitability and risk.
Financial statement provides important
information for a wide variety of decision,
investors draw information from the statement
of the firm in whose security they contemplate
investing. Both dividends and increase in the
value of shares of company depends on the
future profitability of the enterprise. So investors
are interested in future profitability. Past income
dividend data are used to forecast returns from
dividend and increase in share prices. Financial
statement is a formal and comprehensive
statement describing financial activities of a
business organization such as the financial
institutions. The financial statement comprises
of balance sheet (for determining financial
position), profit and loss statement (describes
statement of comprehensive income), statement
of equity changes (explain the changes of the
companyís equity), and cash flow statements
(reports on a companyís cash flow activities,
particularly its operating, investing and financing
activities).Although, these statements are often
complex and may include an extensive set of
notes to the financial statement and explanation
of financial policies and management discussion
and analysis.
The perceived relevance of the financial
statement are, to provide information about the
financial position, performance and changes in
financial position of a firm that is useful to a
wide range of users in making management and
investment decisions. These users include
managers, directors, employees, prospective
investors, financial institutions, government
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regulatory agencies, media, vendors and general
public. Though, these financial statements are
often prepared according to national standards,
corporate governance, professional ethics, and
code of ethics. This to avoid financial reporting
fraud and scandals that might hinders effective
decision making process by management and
other users of reports. The purpose of ethics in
financial accounting reporting with expected
standards is to re-orientate corporate
organization on the need to abide by a code of
conduct that facilitates public confidence in their
services (Okafor, 2006).
It was observed that the roles of financial
statement on investment decision making of
financial institutions in Nepal has some problems
to both investors and managers of business
organizations who are either not aware of the
importance of interdependence relationship that
exist between investors and financial
organizations. In Nepal also, corporate failures
and distresses have been witnessed in the
banking sector. Evidence was the huge collapse
of the banks all due to massive accounting
related frauds. This trend has now more than
ever ensures that financial statements are
sternly scrutinized. Investors, Financial analysts
and other users of accounting information tend
to use their ëthirdí eye to scrutinize financial
statements. This became necessary because
audited financial statements, which used to
provide assurance as to the healthy nature or
otherwise of a firm has now, become an object
of criticism due to manipulations done in these
statements. According to Onyekwelu (2010),
one of the most difficulties facing the auditing
profession is that there is no auditing process
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that can provide absolute assurance in detecting
all fraudulent financial reporting. Calls have been
made on the accounting/auditing profession to
employ investigative principles in the preparation
and audit of financial statements in order to
restore confidence of the investing public on the
financial statements.
Mercy (2014), opined that contrary to the
external auditor who is basically concerned about
compliance, the forensic accountant should
employ investigative, law and business principles
and acumen to carry out investigations on
financial statement and prepare it for the court.
Obviously it is the responsibility of the
companiesí directors and management to
prepare the final account of their companies.
When a company prepares its own final account
purely for internal use by the directors and
management, it can draft them in any way which
is most suitable. Although such accounts might
have been prepared with strict adherence to
accounting theory and principles but will not
necessarily be the one to be published. These
separate sets of statements are viewed by
investors as creative accounting and has
contributed to eroding public confidence on the
published financial statements. Banks have been
accused of publishing paper profits. There is
therefore the general belief that published
financial statements have failed in its
responsibility to provide credible information for
investors and other users of financial statements
(Duru, 2012).
The above listed problems are the problems to
look into in this research work. The problems
analyzed tend to scare away both existing and
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potential investors. The reason for this study will
be how to adequately look into those problems.
Nevertheless this research will find possible key
factors to solving these problems because
financial statement on investment decision
making of the financial institutions in Nepal is
the life blood of every organization to the potential
investor. This study therefore investigates the
degree of reliance on the published financial
statements by investors in Nepal with a view of
finding the extent of the erosion of public
confidence on the published financial
statements. The study will focus on the banking
sector because the banking sector in any country
plays a pivotal role in setting the economy in
motion and in its developmental processes.
Banks promote growth and success of
businesses in both developed and developing
countries. The banking sector is an ideal area
for this type of research because the banking
sector is ìintellectuallyî intensive and its
operations more homogeneous than those in
other economic sectors. Therefore any loss of
public confidence in the banking sector by
investors will spell doom for the nation. On the
basis of the foregoing, this study is to examine
the roles of financial statement on investment
decision making in different banks of Nepal.
According to William (2011), the best measure
of a company is its profitability, for without it, it
cannot grow, and if it does not grow, then its
stock will trend downward and the basis of
financial planning analysis and decision making
is the financial information. Financial information
is needed to predict, compare and evaluate a
firmís earning ability. Financial statements
according to Gautam (2005) is defined as
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financial information which is the information
relating to financial position of any firm in a
capsule form. The major objective of financial
statements is that they provide information about
the financial position, performance and changes
in the financial position of an enterprise (Elliot
and Elliot, 2005). According to Meigs and Meigs
(1993), financial statements are the principal
means of reporting general-purpose financial
information to users. There are several users ñ
managers, investors, suppliers, customers,
lenders, employee, government and the general
public - who have vested interest in these
financial statements (Glautier and Underdown,
1997, Lewis and Pendrill, 2000; Werner and
Jones, 2003; Sutton, 2004; Elliot and Elliot, 2005).
Otley (2012) argues that financial statement is
an important part of the fabric of organizational
life and the need to be evaluated in their wider
managerial, organizational and environmental
context. According to Onyekwelu (2010), the
satisfaction of the needs of the various users of
accounting information as contained in the
annual report can be accepted as the objective
of financial statement. Aroh J.C., et.al, (2011)
highlighted that the most important purpose of
the annual report is to get the shareholders
informed about the financial status of his
company, especially as to its income and financial
position. According Adebayo, M. et-al (2013),
the impact of accounting information system in
assisting organizations in making sound and
effective investment decision.
Thus, the financial statements are considered
very important to shareholders. Some authors
have however argued that in developing
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economies, shareholders of corporate firms do
not seem to pay particular attention to financial
statements in their investment decisions but
rather on other extraneous variables such as the
frequency and regularity of dividend payment
and market price per share (Okafor, (2006). To
this effect, companies whose focus is to
maximize shareholders wealth see the
knowledge of how dividend change relates to
the value of the company as a very important
issue. Hence the major issue of this study is
what is the effect of financial statements on the
investment decision of Nepalese investors. The
objective of this study is to investigate the effect
of the relevant contents of financial statements
on the investment decision making of
shareholders of banks listed on the Nepal Stock
Exchange. Specifically, the study seeks to
determine what extent shareholders base their
investment decisions on the financial statements
of the companies of their interest.
This study is significant to the shareholders and
to the investing public because proper
investigation of the information contents of
financial statements of companies would
undoubtedly enhance efficient and effective
investment decisions. The study is beneficial both
to existing shareholders and potential ones
because it reveals what actually should form
the basis of shareholdersí investment decisionsñ
that is, whether the information contents of
financial statements, or other factors like market
price of shares of Nepalese banking sector.

Research Methodology
Data Collection Procedures
This section focuses on the procedures and
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methods employed in collecting data used for
the study. In the study, secondary data were
collected. The data were sourced from the
Nepal Stock Exchange (2008-2014) and the
annual reports of the selected firms. Financial
information of ten selected commercial banks,
were collected. The firms were selected based
on A class commercial banks on convenience
and availability of the required data.
The Model Specification and Variables
Hypotheses and Variables
For the purpose of testing the hypotheses
formulated for the study, some variables, namely,
investment decision, dividend per share, earnings
per share, leverage and liquidity were selected
and expressed as follows:
H01: Profitability does not have any significant
impact on shareholdersí investment decisions,
i.e. ID = f (PRO)
Where: ID = Change in investment decision
proxied by the logarithm of change in number
of shares outstanding (i.e. log NStñ NSt-1)
PRO = Profitability measured by Profit after
tax/Total assets
The variables include change in number of shares,
represented by the logarithm of change in number
of shares. This stands as the dependent variable
(ƒ ID). Other variables (independent variables)
include profitability (PRO), dividend per share
(DPS), earnings per share (EPS), leverage
(LEV),and liquidity (LIQ).
H02:There is no significant positive relationship
between declared dividend per share and
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shareholdersí investment decisions, i.e. ID= f (DPS)
DPS = Dividend per share (as presented in the
annual reports of the selected firms).
H03:Earnings per share does not have any
significant impact on shareholdersí investment
decisions i.e. ID = f (EPS), EPS = Earnings
per share (as presented in the annual reports of
the selected firms).
H04:Leverage has no significant impact on
shareholdersí investment decisions, i.e. ID = f
(LEV). Where, LEV = Leverage (measured as
Total liabilities/Total assets)
H05:Corporate firmsí liquidity does not
significantly influence shareholdersí investment
decisions, i.e. a:ID = f (LIQ). Where, LIQ =
Liquidity, captured as Current assets/Current
liabilities
The Model
Multiple regression analysis was employed for
analyzing the data set. Regression analysis is
concerned with the study of the dependence of
one variable, the dependent variable, on one or
more other variables called the explanatory (or
independent) variable(s), with the view of
estimating and/or predicting the population from
the former in terms of known or fixed values of
the latter. The explicit form of the regression
model for the study is expressed thus:
ID = ‚0 + ‚1PRO + ‚2DPS + ‚3EPS +‚4LEV
+ ‚5LIQ + Ï
Where: ID = Dependent Variable PRO, DPS,
EPS, LEV, LIQ = Explanatory(Independent
Variables)
‚0 = Intercept.
‚1, ‚2, ‚3, ‚4, ‚5 = Parameters.( ‚1, ‚2, ‚3,
‚4, ‚5>0)
Ï = Stochastic Term.
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Dividend per share though has a positive
relationship with change in number of shares,
this is however not statistically significant at 5%
level. This result agrees with Gordonís bird-inhand argument, where he disclosed that investors
prefer to avoid uncertainty and would be willing
to pay higher price for the share that pays greater
current dividend, all other things held constant;
Table 1
(Pandey2004). It also supports Pandeyís
Result of the Multiple Regressions
criticism on the Miller and
Variables Coefficient Std.Error t-Statistic
Modigliani (MM) hypothesis of
PRO 2.2663 1.29721.7471**
dividend irrelevance, in which he
DPS 0.3386 0.2567 1.4561
disclosed that there exists a
EPS 0.0762 0.2335 0.3251
higher-payout clientele who
LEV 1.6543 0.5671 2.8301**
value shares of dividend paying
LIQ 0.0440 0.2517 0.1741
firms more than those which do
C 3.8389 0.6663 5.7561**
not pay dividend. However,
R-square 0.3561 Adjusted R-square 0.1623F-statistic 2.9581
dividend per share recorded a
Durbin-Watson stat 2.1612Prob (F-statistic) 0.0231
t-statistic of 1.456 which is less
than the tabular value of1.680 at the given degree
** Indicates significant at 5% level.
of freedom, indicating that the positive
The result of the analysis indicates that relationship between dividend per share and
profitability is positively related with change in change in number of shares is not statistically
number of shares, implying that companies significant at 5 percent significant level. Hence,
with higher profitability attract more we accept the null hypothesis that dividend per
shareholders. This observation is in tandem with share has no significant impact on shareholdersí
a priori expectation. For instance, Attaullar and investment decision.
Tahir (2004) in their work, ìThe Determinants
of Capital Structure of Stock Exchange-listed Earnings per share recorded though a positive
Non- Financial Firms in Pakistanî noted that relationship with change in number of shares,
large firms are more profitable and hence attract this is not significant at 5% level. Therefore we
more investors than less profitable ones. Hence, accept the Null hypothesis (H03) that earnings
we reject our null hypothesis the alternate per share have no significant impact on
hypothesis (H01) that profitability has no shareholdersí investment decisions. This result
significant impact on shareholdersí investment captures Pandeyís criticism on maximization of
decisions. It means investment decision of Earnings per Share, where he reveals that
Nepalese investors is highly associated with maximization of earnings per share implies that
firms should make no dividend payment so long
profitability of the firm.
1. Analysis of Data and Interpretation
of Results
For the purpose of testing the hypotheses
formulated for this study, the data for the analysis
were run using SPSS econometric software;
version 19 results are presented in Table 1
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as funds can be invested internally at any positive
rate of return, however small. He stressed that
such a dividend policy may not always be to the
shareholdersí advantage (Pandey 2004).
The result of the analysis indicates that leverage
is positively related with change in number of
shares and statistically significant at 5% level,
having a coefficient of 1.654, indicating that there
is a positive relationship between leverage and
shareholdersí investment decisions. Thus, we
reject the null hypothesis (H04), that leverage
has no significant impact on shareholdersí
investment decisions.
:Liquidity recorded a coefficient of 0.0440,
indicating a positive relation with change in
number of shares. The coefficient however,
indicates that the positive relationship is weak,
being not significant at 5% level. This tends to
agree with Waliullah and Mohammed (2008),
and Bhole (2004) who argue that shareholders
are not after how management of the company
settles their obligation to creditors and lenders,
rather, they are after what should be their own
returns on their investment in the company.
R≤ from the result is 0.3561implies that the
included independent variables explained only
about 35.61 percent of the total variation in the
dependent variable. This implies that these
variables (Profitability, dividend per share,
earnings per share, leverage, and liquidity) can
only explain 35.61 percent of change in number
of shares, leaving 64.39 percent unexplained.
F-statistic of 2.958 was observed from the
analysis which is greater than the tabular value
of 2.43, indicating that the estimated regression
model adopted in this study is statistically
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significant at 5% significant level. With this, the
research reaffirms the validity of the regression
model adopted in this study. The D - W test also
indicates no autocorrelation exists in regression
analysis between different variables.

3.

Conclusions

This study empirically investigated the effect of
information content of financial statements on
shareholdersí investment decisions in Nepal. The
results of the study show that companies with
higher profitability attract more shareholders.
Shareholders are more attracted to companies
who pay dividend than those who do not pay
dividend as they are uncertain about the state
of such companies and they show less interest
in companiesí earnings per share while making
their investment decisions in the Nepal stock
market. It is also found that the shareholders
tend to be sensitive about the stock leverage of
the company of their interest, so as to ensure
that they are not left with nothing in case of
liquidation and the extent which information
content of financial statement affects
shareholdersí investment decision is low;
implying that there are other factors that have
stronger effect on the investment decision of
shareholders.
2. Discussion
In view of the findings in this study, it is
recommended that potential Nepalese
shareholders should make proper investigation
about the financial state of the company of their
interest before making investment decisions.
Nepalese firms should avoid miss-stating their
financial statements, as such actions have
negatively affect the confidence of the
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shareholders on financial statements.
Companies should maintain the shareholdersí
wealth maximization objective through regular
payment of dividend so as to ensure that
shareholders receive the benefits of their
investment as at when due. There should be
proper awareness creation by the appropriate
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agencies to enhance shareholdersí understanding
of the relevance of published accounts to enable
them to know the financial states of the
companies of their interest before making
investment decisions. Besides, they should seek
the advice of financial analysts so as to be
properly guided in their investment decisions.
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Abstract
Curriculum development, a word and concept, is an integral part of education system, used
with varying additional meanings and interpretations. Curriculum can be defined as a
sequences or series of coursework, within a particular area or content focus. The
development of curriculum becomes a value laden process of determining what ìshouldî be
taught within the institutions of schools, given the social, cultural, political, and environmental
influences upon this curriculum development process. Teachersí participation in the
curriculum development was the topic of this study, using a qualitative methodology
implemented through interpretive / constructivist paradigmatic assumption, with attention
also afforded to the narrative approach of inquiry. Consistent with qualitative methodology,
teachersí perception of curriculum development process were explored through in-depth
interviews, observation and analysis of documents.

Key Words: Curriculum, Curriculum development, Teachersí participation
Introduction
The new millennium is introducing new things
everyday dramatically by a help of technological
revolution. We now live in an increasingly
diverse, globalized, and complex, media-saturated
society. This technological revolution will have
a greater impact on society than the transition
from an oral to a print culture. We have no idea
of what the world will look in upcoming years,
yet we are charged with preparing our students
for life in that of western world. Our students
are facing many emerging issues such as
globalization, famine, poverty, health issues, a

global population explosion and other
environmental and social issues. These issues
lead to a need for students to be able to
communicate, function and create change
personally, socially, economically and politically
on local, national and global levels.†There is a
saying ìyouíre never too young, or too old, to
make your voice heard and create change that
makes the world a better placeî. Emerging
technologies and resulting globalization also
provide unlimited possibilities for exciting new
discoveries and developments. However, we
believe that authentic education addresses the
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ìwhole childî, the ìwhole personî, and does not
limit our professional development and
curriculum design to workplace readiness.
How should education be structured to meet the
needs of students in this 21st†century world? How
do we now define ìSchoolî, ìTeacherî
ìLearnerî and ìCurriculumî?†Schools in the
21st†century will be tied with a project-based
curriculum for life aimed at engaging students
in addressing real-world problems, issues
important to humanity, and questions that
matter.†This is a dramatic departure from the
factory-model education of the past. It is leaving
of textbook-driven, teacher-centered, paper and
pencil schooling. It means a new way of
understanding the concept of ìknowledgeî, a
new definition of the ìeducated personî. A new
way of designing and delivering the curriculum
is required.
ëCurriculumí is a word repeatedly used in
education with different meanings, definitions
and levels of development. In all over the world,
every nation has certain standards of curriculum
development or developed by the teams of
teachers and administrators at the local or
national level. Whatever the process of
development, the written curricula or the
curriculum as a document the administrative view
of curriculum, the exact definition of applied or
taught curricula and their development process
are not unique to any school and the curricula
that is actually delivered at the classroom or the
tested curricula is directly associated with the
classroom teacher. This process generates
several responses to problems and during the
curriculum development process.
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The knowledge of curriculum is important for
every professional teacher. Teachers need to
be knowledgeable about curriculum and the
process by which curricula may be developed.
When teachers consider the curriculum issues
there arises fundamental questions about why,
what, how and when to teach? Why do we teach
in the first place? What do we expect out of the
activity called teaching? After these general
questions, many curriculum directed questions
are arising for the teacher and the curriculum
developer such as: what knowledge is of most
worth to learners? What activities are most
effective in enabling learners to acquire this
knowledge (information, facts, skills, values,
attitude, etc)? What is the most appropriate way
to organize these activities? How do I know if
learners have acquired this knowledge? The
process of curriculum development is essential
for successful achieving educational goals for
students. The term or the concept ëcurriculum
developmentí provide itself to different
interpretations and is not easy to capture in one
description or process. It is a complex but
dynamic process which tends to lead to many
interpretations and perspectives.
Normally a curriculum is developed by designers
at various levels (at governmental or
departmental) and implemented by practitioners
at the other levels by teacher in schools
(Mostert, 1986ëbí as cited in Carl, 2009).
Curriculum development is the umbrella concept
for the process which is characterized by the
presence of phases such as curriculum design,
dissemination, implementation and evaluation. It
is ongoing and dynamic process which involves
a variety of persons and role players (Carl,
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2009). The fundamental roles that teachers play
in the application of the curriculum process in
their classrooms. Whether teachers are directly
responsible for curriculum development or
whether they interpret, implement, modify
existing curriculum documents, they require a
sound, substantive understanding of how it may
affect them and their students (Bishop, 1989).
Clearly, teachers participate in multiplicity of
curriculum activities at a classroom level. These
are the very substance of their daily teaching
tasks and include such activities as selection of
specific content, selection of teaching strategies,
use instructional material and so forth. As
implementers, the teacherís role is to apply
curriculum developed elsewhere and has a
minimum responsibility and involvement in the
curriculum development phase of the curriculum
process (Murray, 2009).
ì Teacher may undertake the vital role of
Curriculum Researcher as teacher become
involved with school-level curriculum decision
making, they require a sound understanding of
curriculum concepts and processesî (Kelly,
2004, p. 118). Planning, design and development
in curriculum are closely related terms. Once a
curriculum has been conceptualized, through the
process of curriculum planning and incorporating
a curriculum design, it may then be developed,
usually to become a written document and finally
to be implemented and evaluated. All this
curriculum process become successful and
applicable whenever a teacher gets directly
involved on the whole process (Wiles, 2008).
One of the most important elements in a
successful school teaching program is the
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existence of a well-articulated curriculum.
Definitely, a teacher is the primary audience of
the curriculum development. Only thoroughly
professional and truly efficient teachers can
serve the curriculum development process
because they are the ones who have authentic
knowledge on what students have already
learned and what is required to prepare for the
uppers levels. Therefore teacherís role in the
curriculum development is crucial.
Furthermore, their engagement in the curriculum
development process helps to develop their
ownership and commitment, to the effective
implementation of curriculum. The traditional
view of curriculum implies that the curriculum
is developed by one set of people, implemented
by another and received by yet another. This is
the way of perceiving curriculum how is
sometimes described naturally occurring ìthingî
(Grundy, 1987). Curriculum is also viewed as
an activity or plan of action (Stenhouse, 1975).
But ìCurriculum is in the mind of the curriculum
transmitter, and can only be learned from the
words and actions of such a mindî (Sharpes,
1988, p.19). What is the situation of curriculum
development in Nepal in terms of ëdeveloperíëimplementerí dichotomy? How teachers are
talking and fulfilling their roles in curriculum
development? There are some important
questions relating to the process of curriculum
development in Nepal and the participation of
teacher in it. What are teacherís perceptions in
respect of their present role in curriculum
development, or what should they be? To what
extent in cognizance taken the voices of teachers
who wishes to become more involved, and are
opportunities for access and participation being
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created? If such opportunities do exist, what is
the nature and scope of their participation? What
is the present tendency regarding teacherís
involvement in terms of being recipients or
partners in curriculum development process?
These questions are intended to answer the key
questions. Indeed the following research
questions were answered via this study:
1. How do teachers perceive the practice
of curriculum development process in
Nepal?
2. How do teachers participate in
curriculum development process?
Since teachers are the critical agents for bringing
changes into their classrooms, the teachers
themselves should be the major focus of analysis
and source of evidence regarding the
introduction of curriculum development (Doyle
& Ponder, 1977). Thus, this study aims to seek
teachersí participation in existing curriculum
development process of Nepal. This study
derives from interpretive research paradigm,
which is depended on qualitative information
gathered during fieldworks carried out in schools
of Nawalparasi district. Three teachers were
selected as research participants to strengthen
and support this study.

Practices of Curriculum Development
Process in Nepal
How we see the curriculum and curriculum
development process directly shapes and
influences our practices. So we regularly need
to think about what underline our ideas, our
reasoning and practice are never value free or
neutral. On the topic of developing the
curriculum, Stenhouse (1975) regards it as vital
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that individual teacher accepts a role in respect
to the curriculum by modifying, adapting and
developing it to suit the needs of individual pupils
and a particular environment. Thus it appears
that the involvements of teachers in the
curriculum development process are important.

Centrally Dominated Curriculum
Development Practice
With teaching experience of more than thirty years,
and other professional experiences including writing
of textbooks, Sanjaya describes the curriculum
development process and practice of Nepal as;
Curriculum development policy of our
country is somehow good because it
is revised in every five years.
Curriculum is developed in various
steps from lower to upper level, by
looking changing time, innovation of
knowledge, influences of information
technology
in
knowledge
development. On the basis of
identification of problem, need,
relevancy, utility and importance etc
of learnersí curriculum is developed.
For that curriculum pattern
construction (design), writing,
implementation, evaluation and
revision like tasks are applied. As to
say theoretically, curriculum is
constructed with the process from
school resource centre to district,
zone, and development region to the
national level with the participation
of teachers. Curriculum will design
and write with the broad discussion,
conducting national seminar about it
but it isnít practically.
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From the above data we can say that
Sanjaya is knowledgeable about curriculum
development concept and process. He has
clearly described the process of curriculum
development in Nepal because he had a chance
to participate in textbook writing and revision as
it is perceive the major work of curriculum
development and deliberation in school level. His
understanding is that;
Teacher bears the problem in teaching
profession. Any Ph. D. holderís expert
canít understand the level wise
problem and tendency if he hasnít
taught the level wise grade, for that
more experienced teachers are
needed, only qualified canít design
and teaching the curriculum. This is
not adopted in our country. Only the
teacher who has knowledge about the
childís mental capacity, subject matter
relevancy and scope etc can design
and teach the curriculum. Curriculum
and textbook are dissimilar concept
and incomplete with the lack of teacher
participation. Teachers participation
in curriculum development is very
important because he experienced
how to simplify the curriculum, how
to divide and how to teach. No one
has understood about society, social
need, student and their need, capacity,
interest etc as the teacher. So observe
first the child potentiality and
capability
when
developing
curriculum not the reverse of it.
After analyzing above data there is a
mismatch between policy of curriculum
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development and its actual practices.
Respondent has knowledge of curriculum
development process; theoretically and
practically in the context of Nepal. He had the
experiences of curriculum implementation,
textbook writing and revision. He said that he
bears several problems in the field of teaching
learning from several years. He is willing to
participate in other process of curriculum
development to share the problem of education
and everyday curriculum practices in classroom,
subject matter relevancy and needed of Nepali
studentsí.

Decentralize Curriculum Development
Practices: Inclusive and Participatory
Narayan said that decentralization of curriculum
making is very much inclusive and participatory,
so that it would able to reflect the local
knowledge and needs of learners. Knowledge
economy is the priority for 21st century so
exploration of local knowledge can makes the
bridge to global knowledge. It is fruitful to make
skill base curriculum so that our student can have
a place in international job market. He said in
his interview;
Teachers are said to be participated
only in policy not in behavior.
Curriculum development has been
centralizing only in capital city or in
main city centre. We stayed in old
system, curriculum development
process hasnít been proceeding as
how the world is forwarding in this
21 st century. Now our student are
spreading all over the world to study
where they are getting problem of
equivalency and we could not
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develop the curriculum as to be
accepted internationally. I have not
experienced any function, discussion
or seminar related to curriculum
development up to now in
Nawalparasi district. I would be
participated if that has done. Teacher
is said to play with the curriculum
not other than s/he. S/he uses the
curriculum daily. Teachers keep all
the information about studentís
interest, want, need, national
condition etc. because s/he stays in
local environment, culture and
society. So teacherís participation to
curriculum development should be
enlarged.
Narayan perceived that in the process of
curriculum development, teachers are
considered as knowledge representative of
learner and school milieu. Teachers are assisted
by representative of all bodies of knowledge,
especially representative of subject matter and
the curriculum process. Ben-Peretz (1980) said
that, in the process of curriculum development,
teachersí role may be compared to the role of
musicians who perform the creation of
composers. A Musician may give his own
interpretations of a composition. Likewise, in the
curricular approach, teachers were perceived
as originator of the curriculum, composer of their
own music. Their knowledge, attitude, concerns,
and needs were the starting point of the curricular
process. Teacherís expertise about classroom
reality was considered to be crucial for
discerning practical problem when constructing
curriculum.
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Teachersí Participation in Curriculum
Development
When we talk about in a broad sense, the
curriculum development process includes the
design, development, implementation, monitoring,
evaluation and revision of curriculum. However,
as one examines the curriculum development
process more precisely it becomes that each
phase may itself comprise several varied but
interrelated activities.
In the design phase, curriculum is
conceptualize and give attention to the
arrangement of the varied components, focusing
on philosophical underpinnings, goals, objectives,
subject matter, learning experiences and
evaluation; all establish in consultation with
stakeholders. Then the curriculum is developed
involving planning, construction and the logical
step-by-step procedures used to produce written
document which include vision statements, goals,
standards, performance benchmarks, learning
activities and instructional activities,
interdisciplinary connections and other
integration activities that guide the curriculum
implementation.

Teacher as a Mere Implementer Rather
than Developer of Curriculum
Teachersí experiences and expertise are
beneficial to each and every phases of curriculum
development process; so as their participation
in this process. About the participation in this
process respondent Sanjaya said;
Teachersí participation in curriculum
development process is essential in
each step; not only in policy paper.
Practically, it is limited only in the
paper. The teachers from outside of
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Kathmandu valley have little or no
opportunity in policy design, goal
determination, draft construction,
curriculum writing etc. Teacherís role
is limited only in the text book
writing, revising, curriculum
implementation, evaluation etc. as
they are also the part of different
form of curriculum development
process. Now, the government should
bring the new policy as to address
the timeís need which will ensure the
teacher involvement in every phase
of curriculum development process
among the various community and
places so that curriculum will be
behavioral, internationally accepted
based on nationís reality. Teacherís
participation in every step of
curriculum development process
should be fixed which isnít done up
to now in the nation.
Sanjaya discussing about the trends of curriculum
development process on the basis of his lived
experience. He said that teacher was involved
only in implementation and evaluation process
from outer side of valley. Only few teachers
were involved in the phase of development from
capital city. Sanjaya didnít know up to now that
teacher was involved in design, revision and
monitoring phase. He has to say that
government should bring such a policy for
curriculum development process so that
teacherís participation in every phase will be
ensured. He said;
Itís all valley centered. I think the
teacher from out of valley places
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donít have any such type of
opportunity in realistic manner. You
have to follow baggy curriculum
framework out of valley. I have doubt
about the teacher who participates
to design, constructions of the
curriculum are really a teacher or
not. Teacher from out of valley are
not participated, asked and
discussed
while
developing
curriculum.
Teachersí participation in curriculum design and
development activity is assumed crucial by many
authors. Carl (2009) noted that the teacher must
not be mere implementers but development agent
who is able to develop, apply, and evaluate the
relevant curriculum dynamically and creatively.
Theoretically it is proved that teacher has such
capability and expertise for the design and
development of curriculum rather than as mere
implementers. They have the ability to
development, implementation, evaluation and
revision of dynamic and creative curriculum
relevant to the learnerís need and aspiration. In
the regular meeting and discussion with Sanjaya
he also told me;
I have not got any experiences of
participation on overall process of
curriculum development. I had
experiences of opportunity to writing
of textbook and its revision process
once. As being a classroom teacher
responsibility
of
curriculum
implementation and evaluation is
obvious and collected several
experiences. But do not have any
opportunity to explore these
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experiences of my teaching life in the
task of design the curriculum
framework. I bear several problems
in my teaching life related with
learning experiences and so on.
Teachersí participation is crucial and
essential because teacher can and
only understands the learnersí needs,
aspiration, capacity and interest.
Teacher and student are living in the
same society and culture so that
teachers are able to diagnose ever
aspects of learners.
After analyzing the Sanjayaís thought and belief,
I have come to know that he had lot of
experiences in teaching learning activities and
work of textbook writing. Curriculum need to
be constructed after analyzing the childís
capacity, needs and interest and should not be
vice-versa.

Conclusion
It is notice that a practice of curriculum
development is centrally dominated in Nepal.
Having said this, teachersí roles and
responsibilities cannot be neglected but need to
provide more prominent role for designing,
developing, implementing, and evaluating the
curriculum. From the participantís voices, it is
found that teachers has not so prominent role
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for designing and developing the curriculum. Few
teachers have such opportunity that lived in
capital city. Theoretically participants were very
much unaware to curriculum development
process. They tried to understand and defined
on their own way. They understand the
curriculum development process as writing the
draft curriculum. They perceived that it is the
work of government. Their responsibility is only
teaching the planned curriculum. After analyzing
participantsí understanding and perception about
curriculum development process and its practice,
it is conclude that teachers have lack of
theoretical knowledge about curriculum
development, practices of curriculum
development process, and their participation.
From the literaturesí review, existing polices and
the data collected from the participants, it shows
that the ownership of curriculum development
process needs to be in real practitionersí hand
that is teacher. Entire respondents had not got
any opportunity to participate in curriculum
development process. It seems that they have
only the opportunity to participate in
implementation and evaluation as being a
teacher. They donít have any opportunity to
participate in curriculum design, development and
revision instead of the implementation of
readymade curriculum and evaluate studentsí
targeted performance.
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Abstract
The effective performance of human resource depends on the type of HRD climate that
prevails in the organization, if it is good than the employeeís performance will be high but if
it is average or poor then the performance will be low. The study of HRD climate is very
important for all the organization and the banking sector is not an exception, especially in
the present situation of financial recession in Nepalese context. The present study is an
attempt to find out the type of HRD climate that is prevailing in public sector banks in
Nepal. The researcher has also tried to find out the difference in the perception of employees
regarding HRD climate on the basis of age, gender, designation, qualification. The researcher
collected the data from the employees of selected public sector banks using structured HRD
climate questionnaire .The data were analyzed using several statistical tools such as mean,
standard deviation, percentiles, Z test. The result shown that the HRD climate in public
sector banks is average and the perception of employees regarding the HRD climate do not
differs significantly on the basis of gender, qualification and designation but it differs
significantly on the basis of age . The paper ends by offering useful suggestions to the
management involved in the operations of the Nepalese public banks.
Key words: HRD, Public sector Banks, Performance

INTRODUCTION
Human resource development (HRD) is
concerned with the provision of learning and
development opportunities that support the
achievement of business strategies and
improvement of organizational, team and
individual performance (Armstrong and Baron,
2002). Climate, this is an overall feeling that is
conveyed by the physical layout, the way
employees interact and the way members of

the organization conduct themselves with
outsiders. HRD Climate is an integral part of
organizational climate. It is the perception the
employee can have on the development
environment of an organization. The
developmental climate will have the following
characteristics (Rao & Abraham, 1986):
1. A tendency at all levels starting from the
top management to the lowest level to treat
the people as the most important resources.
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2. A perception that developing the
competencies in the employees is the
job of every manager.
3. Faith in capability of employees to
change and acquire new competencies
at any stage of life.
4. A tendency to be open in communication
and discussion rather than being
secretive
5. Encouraging risk taking and experimentation
6. Making efforts to help employees
recognize their strengths and
weaknesses through feedback
7. A general climate of trust
8. Team spirit
9. Tendency to discourage stereotypes and
favoritism
10. Supportive personnel policies
11. Supportive HRD practices include
performance appraisal, reward
management, potential development, job
rotation and career planning.
Many researchers have been conducted on HRD
climate .The result has shown that HRD climate
affects the performance of the employees. Banu
(2007) conducted study in public sector Cement
Corporation in India and found that sound HRD
Climate is necessary for the success of the public
sector undertakings. Srimannarayana (2007)
conducted a study in local bank of Dubai and
found that a good HRD climate was prevalent in
the organization. He found out the differences in
the perception of employees regarding the HRD
climate on the basis of demographic variables.
Mufeed & Gurkoo, (2006) attempted to study
whole gamut of HRD climate in universities and
other equivalent higher level academic institutions
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by eliciting employee perceptions on HRD climate
for which the University of Kashmir, Srinagar is
selected as the main focal point of study. Kalpana,
(2005) conducted a study and found that to a
large extent organizations where knowledge
workers work, enjoy a ëgoodí HRD Climate. The
strengths of the HRD Climate emerges from the
organizationís belief that the human factor is a
critical factor and need commitment to
development, team spirit, helpfulness and
providing training on skills and knowledge. The
result indicated the presence of psychological
climate conducive for development.
Venkateswaran, (2002) made a study in a public
sector undertaking in India and found that, to a
large extent, a favorable HRD Climate was
prevalent in the organization. Bhardwaj & Mishra,
(2002) examined the HRD climate in private
sector organization. The result showed the
existence of good HRD climate in the
organization. The managers were satisfied with
the HRD policies and practices of the
organization. Alphonsa, (2000) conducted a survey
to examine the HRD climate of private hospital.
The responses were collected from different
departments in the hospital. The researcher found
that the perception of the supervisors about the
HRD climate is satisfactory and reasonably good
climate was prevailing in the hospital. Sharma
and Purang (2000) conducted a study to find out
the relationship between value institutionalization
and HRD climate in engineering and
manufacturing sector and found the positive
relationship between the two variables.
The study intends to identify the type of HRD
climate prevailing and analyze the differences
in the perceptions of employees on the basis of
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gender, age, designation and qualifications in
some selected public sector banks in Nepal.
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Tab. 1.3 Designation wise distributions of
Employees

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
For the purpose of the study, the researcher
selected the banks on the basis of judgmental
sampling and respondents on the basis of non
probability random sampling. The researcher
personally contacted 150 employees in three
public banks i.e. Rastraya Banijaya Bank, Nepal
Bank Limited and Agricultural Development
Bank in Nepal during January and February
2013.They were appraised about the purpose
of the study and request was made to them to
fill up the questionnaire with correct and
unbiased information. The researcher was able
to collect the 98 filled questionnaires with
response rate of 65.33 %. Finally 90 filled in
questionnaire were selected for this study after
rejecting 17 questionnaires for various reasons
like errors, incompleteness and inadequate
information.

SAMPLE PROFILE
Tab.1.1 Gender wise distribution of
Employees

Tab.1.2 Age wise distribution of Employees

Tab. 1.4 Qualification wise distributions
of Employees

The scale consists of 38 items each having five
alternatives such strongly agree, agree, undecided,
disagree, strongly disagree. The mean score of
each item could theoretically range from 1.0 to 5.0
where 1.0 indicates extremely poor HRD climate
and 5.0 indicates extraordinarily good HRD climate
on that dimension. These scores are almost never
obtained by any organization. Scores around 3.0
indicate an ëaverageí HRD climate on that
dimension giving substantial scope for improvement.
Scores around 2.0 indicate poor HRD climate on
that dimension .Scores around 4.0 indicates a good
HRD climate where most employees have positive
attitudes to the HRD policies and practices on that
dimension and thereby to the organization itself.

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
Tab.2.1. Mean and % Scores of All the
three Banks
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Table 2.1 provides an idea about the HRD
Climate prevailing in the selected public sector
banks of Nepal. The mean and % score indicate
that the HRD Climate in selected public sector
banks is average and there is a tremendous
scope of improvement in the HRD climate.

TESTING OF HYPOTHESIS
Hypothesis 1
H0: The difference is not significant between
the perception of male and female employees.
Ha: The difference is significant between the
perception of male and female employees.
Tab.2.2 Perceptual differences between
male and female employees

The calculated Z value (- 0.40) falls under the
acceptance region (-1.96 to +1.96) at 0.05 significance
level, therefore we accept the null hypothesis that the
difference is not significant between the perception of
Male and Female employees regarding the HRD
Climate in Public banks.
Hypothesis 2
H0: The difference is not significant between the
perception of Elder and Younger employees.
Ha: The difference is significant between the
perception of Elder and Younger employees.
Tab.2.5. Perceptual differences between
Elder and Younger Employees
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The calculated Z value (- 2.28) falls outside the
acceptance region (-1.96 to +1.96) at 0.05
significance level, therefore we reject the null
hypothesis and conclude that the difference is
significant between the perception of Elder and
Younger employees regarding the HRD climate. If
we look at the means of the Elder and younger
employees, it is clear that the younger employees
have favorable attitude towards HRD climate as
compared to elder employees. It might be because
of the fact that in the present financial crisis, the
younger employees have fear in their mind of losing
the job and they feel satisfied with whatever they
have but if we talk about the senior employees, they
are well settled in their job and they feel dissatisfied
with the HR policies and practices of the organization
over the passage of time.

Hypothesis 3
H0: The difference is not significant between
the perception of Executive and Non Executive
employees.
Ha: The difference is significant between the
perception of Executive and Non Executive
employees.
Tab.2.3 Perceptual differences between
Executive and Non Executive Employees

The calculated Z value (- 0.71) falls under the
acceptance region (-1.96 to +1.96) at 0.05
significance
level
,therefore we accept the
null hypothesis that the
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difference is not significant between the
perception of Executive and Non Executive
employees regarding the HRD Climate in
Nepalese Public banks.
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3.

4.
Hypothesis 4
H0: The difference is not significant between
the perception of graduate and post graduate
employees.
Ha: The difference is significant between the
perception of graduate and post graduate
employees.
Tab.2.3.Perceptual differences between
Graduate and Post Graduate Employees

The calculated Z value (- 0.45) falls under the
acceptance region (-1.96 to +1.96) at 0.05
significance level ,therefore we accept the null
hypothesis that the difference is not significant
between the perception of Graduates and Post
Graduates employees regarding the HRD
Climate in Public banks.

RECOMMENDATIONS
To improve the HRD climate in the public sector
banks in Nepal, the following steps should be
taken immediately.
1. Necessary changes should be
introduced in HR policies and practices.
2. The management should take necessary
action to bridge the communication gap
with employees and try to develop the
trust among the employees. Clear
communication process will help to

5.

6.

7.

establish the HRD Climate.
The employees should be encouraged
to express their feelings without any
fear.
Feedback should be taken at fixed
intervals to know the drawbacks in the
system.
HR policies of the organization should
be such that which encourages the
employees to contribute their best.
Proper authority should be given to
employees so that they can take the
decision at the right time.
Management should discourage the
stereotypes and favoritism. They should

treat with all employees on equitable
basis.
8. Team Spirit should be encouraged
among the employees.

CONCLUSION
HRD climate plays a very important role in the
success of any organization because directly or
indirectly it affects the performance of the
employees. If the HRD climate is good the
employees will contribute their maximum for the
achievement of the organizational objectives. The
result of the present study shown that the HRD
climate in the public sector bank in Nepal is
average and there is lot of scope for
improvement in the HRD climate. The result
also shown that there is no difference in the
perception of the employees on the basis of
gender, qualification, designation but the
perception of the employees differs on the basis
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of age. The management can improve the HRD
climate by introducing the changes HR policies
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and practices in Nepalese banks.
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Abstract
Inventories are considered as a key component of the working capital of a business firm.
Effective and efficient management of inventories is the most important determinant of
effective management of working capital. The level of inventories is affected by various
factors. The objective of this study is to analyze the determinants of inventory levels of
Nepalese listed enterprises focusing manufacturing sector. In order to investigate the
determinants of inventory levels, fifteen manufacturing firms have been taken as sample
covering the period of time 2061/62 to 2070/71 B.S. Multiple linear regression models have
been employed for the analysis of data. It is evident from the findings that inventory levels
are strongly affected by sales, debtors and opportunity cost.

Key words: Inventory levels, manufacturing enterprises, working capital management,
liquidity and profitability.

1.

Introduction

Inventories are the stocks of raw materials, work
in progress, finished goods and supplies held by
a business organization to facilitate operations
in the production process (Pandey, 2005).
Inventories can either be assets as well as items
held in the ordinary course of business or they
can be goods that will be consumed or used in
the production of goods to be sold (Green, 2000).
Inventory is considered to have originated from
the militaryís need to supply themselves with
arms, ammunition, and rations as they moved
from their base to a forward position (Cachon,
& Fisher, 2000). Inventory as a business concept
evolved only in the 1950 s mainly due to the

increasing complexity of supplying oneís
business with materials and slipping out products
in an increasing globalized supply chain and
inventory management (Bozarth & Handfield,
2006).
Inventory is one of the main components of
working capital. The basic objective of inventory
management is to optimize the size of inventory
in a firm so that smooth performance of
production and sales function may be possible
at the minimum cost. Inadequate inventory
adversely affects the smooth running of business,
whereas excess of it costs more. Inventories
establish a link between production and sales.
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Inventory constitutes a major component of
working capital in manufacturing enterprises.
The success or failure of a business largely
depends upon its performance of inventory
management. The proper management and
control of inventory not only solves the acute
problem of liquidity, but also increases the annual
profits and causes substantial reduction in the
working capital of the firm (Howard, 1971).
Galloping inventories in recent years, the credit
squeeze and the resultant general paucity of
funds have attracted the attention of planning
elite on this crucial problem of inventories.
Mismanagement of inventories and absence of
control systems have resulted in deplorable
performance for some of the industries in
developing economies. Possessing high amount
of inventory for long periods of time is not
usually good for a business because of inventory
storage, obsolescence, and expiry, spoilage costs.
On the other hand, the possessing of too little
inventory isnít good either, because the business
can face the risk of losing out on potential sales
and potential market share as well. Undoubtedly
more business failures are caused by an
overstocked or under stocked condition than any
other factor(Shafi, 2014).
Numerous recent empirical studies have aimed to
test the determinant factors of firmsí inventory
levels. All these previous studies focus their analysis
on the determinants of inventory level in the
developed countries but the same issue has not
been evaluated in developing countries like Nepal.
Therefore, determinants of the level of inventory
in Nepalese enterprises, across different firmsí size
have been examined in this study.
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2.

Literature Review

Inventory, in most of the industries, accounts
for the largest proportion of gross working
capital. A number of studies, therefore, have
been conducted to find the determinants of
investment in inventories. The following
discussion provides a brief review of studies,
dealing with factors influencing investments in
inventory.
Lieberman (1980) studied on ìInventory demand
and cost of Capital effectsî. He has included the
opportunity cost of inventories as a key explanatory
variable along with sales in his study. Lieberman,
in his study, examined the size and significance of
the theoretically important cost of capital effect on
inventory investment by utilizing firm specific cost
of capital measures in a pooled cross section
econometric analysis of inventory behavior. He used
a firm specific cost of capital measure instead of a
market interest rate, which avoided the
measurement errors introduced into the analysis
by the later procedures. The econometric analysis
was conducted using two samples of firms. The
first sample, which includes heavy machinery
producing companies, attempted to explain
inventory investment behavior for companies that
produce output in response to orders. The second
samples consisted of textiles companies that
produce output predominantly to stock in
anticipation of orders. He explained that the desired
level of inventory was the function of sales, the
opportunity cost of holding inventories and in the
case of goods produced to order, order back logs.
Another study conducted by Irvine (1981) in case
of retail sector and the non-durable and durable
sub sectors determined whether or not the level
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of inventory depends significantly on the cost
associate with holding inventory. The study
estimated time-series equations over a 1958-74
period explaining the monthly inventory levels
held by the total retail sector and the non-durable
and durable sub sectors. He found that expected
future sales are the major determinants of retail
inventory levels. Furthermore, he observed that
the estimated coefficients on the capital cost
measures are negatively signed. He pointed out
that the target durable inventories seem to be
much more sensitive to fluctuations in capital
cost than non-durable inventories.
In case of United States Akhtar (1983) studied
on effects of interest rate and inflation on
aggregate inventory investment. The expected
price inflation and capacity utilization were
included as additional explanatory variables in
his model. In this study, quarterly data for the
sample period 1965-81 and for the sub period
1972-1981 were used. He indicated that all
explanatory variables except capacity utilization
were statistically significant for both, entire
sample period and the sub period. Finally, he
concluded that fluctuations in carrying cost,
interest rates and inflation had very significant
effects on inventory investment. According to
Cuthbertson and Gasparro (1993), the
determinants of inventory holding by the U.K.
manufacturing sector over the period 1968-89.
They found that inventory levels respond
positively to output and its conditional variance
and negatively to the level of gearing.
Technological innovation in the form of
computerized inventory control leads to a fall in
the stock-output ratio. Empirical results for
inventories are examined in a co-integration and
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a general-to-specific error correction model with
conditional variances estimated using an ARCH
framework. A backward-looking error
correction model is found to outperform a
forward-looking model, although the latter also
provides a reasonable ëfitíto the data.
Lieberman and Demeester (1999) examined the
historical data for 52 automotive concerns of
Japan with a view to assess the inventoryñ
productivity association. They concluded that
reduction in inventory was followed by increase
in productivity. The tests conducted stated that
a 10 per cent reduction in inventory, on an
average, led to a 1 percent gain in labour
productivity. Hence, they found that crunching
inventory levels paved the way for process
improvement. Blazenko and Vandezande
(2003)explored the effects of stock out
avoidance and market competition on corporate
holding of finished goods inventories. Two
adverse consequences of stock outs: immediate
forgone profit and long-run loss of revenue from
the shift of customers to more reliable sources
of supply has been considered in this study. Firms
are more inclined to avoid stock outs with
greater inventory if the potential for profit is
greater. Therefore, it is expected that the
inventories to be increasing in the profit margins
of firms.
Gaur et al. (2005) analyzed the firmís level of
inventory behavior among retailing companies.
They took a sample of 311 public-listed retail
firms for the years 1987ñ2000 to examine the
relationship of inventory turnover with gross
margin, capital intensity and sales surprise. They
observed that inventory turnover for retailing
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firms was positively related to capital intensity
and sales surprise while inversely associated with
gross margins. They also suggested models that
yield an alternative metric of inventory
productivity, adjusted inventory turnover that can
be used in study of performance analysis and
managerial decision-making.
In an assessment regarding the inventory
practices of single fertilizer company, Singh
(2006) statistically examined the inventory
system with consumption, sales and other
variables along with growth of these variables
and inventory patterns. He concluded that an
increase in components of inventory lead to an
increase in the proportion of inventory in current
assets. A special focus was made on stores and
spares in order to calculate excess purchases
resulting in loss of profit.
A study on firm-, time-, industry- and economylevel determinants of corporate inventory
holdings carried out by Mathuva (2013) studied
the determinants of corporate inventory holdings.
The study establishes that the determinants of
corporate inventory holdings are primarily based
on the firmís efficiency, performance and
sustainability position. Capkun et al. (2009)
statistically analyzed the relationship between
inventory performance and financial
performance in manufacturing companies using
the financial information of a large sample of
US-based manufacturing firms over a 26-year
period, that is, 1980 to 2005. They inferred that
a significant relationship existed between
inventory performance along with the
performance of its components and profitability.
Raw material inventory performance was highly
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correlated to gross profit and operating profit.
Work in progress inventory was highly
correlated to gross profit measures while finished
goods inventory performance was more
correlated with operating profit measures.
An attempt has been made by Gaur and
Bhattacharya (2011) to study the linkage
between the performance of the components
of inventory such as raw material, work in
progress and finished goods and financial
performance of Indian manufacturing firms. The
study revealed that finished goods inventory was
inversely associated with business performance
while raw material inventory and work in
progress did not have much effect on same.
Krishnankutty (2011) studied the inventory
productivity in Indian retail firms by taking a
sample of three companies for 11 years ranging
from 1999 to 2009. The analysis revealed that
the inventory productivity rested on several
variables like inventory turnover, capital intensity,
gross margin, size of the firm, etc. Therefore,
effective management of inventory called for
understanding these variables and their effect.
In an in-depth study carried out by Soni (2012)
practices followed in regard to inventory
management in the engineering goods industry
in Punjab. The analysis used a sample of 11
companies for a period five years 2004ñ2009
and was done using panel data set. The adequate
and timely flow of inventory determines the
success of an industry. It has been observed
that the inventories constituted half of the
working capital which was due to overstocking
of inventory as a result of low inventory turnover
especially for finished goods and raw materials.
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The size of inventory enhanced marginally over
the period as compared to a hike in current assets
and net working capital. Rise in sales and
favorable market conditions lead to a rise in
inventory levels. Nyabwanga and Ojera (2012)
investigated the association between inventory
management practices and business
performance of small-scale enterprises (SSEs),
in Kisii Municipality, Kisii County, Kenya. They
used a cross-sectional survey study based on a
small sample size of 79 SSEs. The study inferred
that inventory comprised the maximum portion
of working capital, and improper management
of working capital was one of the major reasons
of SSE failures. The empirical results disclosed
that a positive significant relationship existed
between business performance and inventory
management practices with inventory budgeting
having the maximum influence on business
performance ensued by shelf-space
management. The study suggested that by
following effective inventory management
practices business performance can be
enhanced.
A study conducted in case of Malaysia by Sahari
et al. (2012) empirically analyzed the relationship
between inventory management and firm
performance along with capital intensity. For the
purpose they took a sample of 82 construction
firms in Malaysia for the period 2006ñ2010.
Using the regression and correlation analysis
methods, they deduced that inventory
management is positively correlated with firm
performance. In addition, the results indicate that
there is a positive link between inventory
management and capital intensity. Madishetti and
Kibona (2013) found that a well-designed and
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executed inventory management contributes
positively to small or medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) profitability. Their results cleared out
that significant negative linear relationship
occurred between inventory conversion period
and profitability. Panigrahi (2013) undertook an
in-depth study of inventory management
practices followed by Indian cement companies
and its effect on working capital efficiency. The
study, using a sample of the top five cement
companies of India over a period of 10 years
from 2001 to 2010, concluded that a considerable
inverse linear relationship existed between
inventory conversion period and profitability.
Singh (1994) studied on inventory management
of steel industry in India with special reference
to four selected public sector undertakings. The
objective of the study was to examine all the
aspects of inventory management during the
period of 1980/81 to 1988/89. The inventory had
dominant position in the structure of working
capital. Not only was the entire working capital
but also long-term capital to some extent
employed in maintaining inventory in the public
sector industry in India. Alam and Hossain (2001)
evaluated the practice and performance of
inventory management in Khulna Shipyard Ltd
(KSL) covering ten years period ranging
between 1987/88 to 1996/97 using different
financial and statistical tools. After analysis of
financial data, the study revealed that the
inventory management performance of KSL
was in a poor shape. On an average, inventory
occupied about two thirds of total current assets
and there was significant positive correlation
existed between the two variables. The
profitability of KSL was adversely affected by
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the excess investment in inventories and high
conversion period of stores and spares and work
in progress during the period of review.

3.

Data and Methodology

For the purpose of this study, 15 listed
manufacturing enterprises have been taken as
sample. The reason of choosing these
enterprises is primarily due to reliability and
availability of financial statements. The
enterprises listed in stock market have an
incentive to present profits in order to make their
shares more attractive. Contrary to listed firms,
non-listed firms in Nepal have less incentive to
present true operational results and financial
position and usually their financial statements
do not reflect real operational and financial
activity. Hiding profits in order to avoid corporate
tax is a common tactics for non-listed firms in
Nepal, which makes them less suitable sample
for analysis where one can draw inference,
based on financial data. In this study, secondary
data has been used. All required secondary data
for this study have been taken from different
sources such as SEBON, NEPSE and annual
reports of concerned enterprises. The data
cover a ten-year period starting from 2061/62
to 2070/71. Multiple linear regression models
have been employed for the analysis of data.
To get the regression result, the statistical
package SPSS has been used.
The present study focuses on determining the
level of inventory of Nepalese enterprises, across
different size. The following model is used to
study the determinants of closing inventories.
According to this model, closing inventory is a
function of sales volume, receivables and
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opportunity cost.
The inventory model is given by the
following equation:
CLSTOCK = · + ‚1SALES + ‚2DEBTORS+
‚ 3 INTEREST+ Ät
Where, CLSTOCK measures closing
stock; SALES measures the sales
revenue; DEBTORS represents
receivables; INTEREST denotes the
opportunity cost and Ät, error term

3.1

Variables Definition:

This study undertakes the issue of identifying
key variables that determine the level of inventory
in Nepalese enterprises. Choice of the variables
is influenced by the previous studies on
determinants of inventory. To find the
determinants of inventory, the closing inventories
are used as the dependent variable. The closing
inventories of manufacturing enterprises include
stock of raw material, work in progress and
finished goods. Moreover, following independent
variables have been used:
Sales volume:
There is direct relationship between sales volume
and inventory level. A higher amount of sales
implies a higher volume of closing inventories.
Therefore, it is assumed that sales volume is
one of the major determinants of closing
inventories. It is expected to have a positive
relationship between the closing stock and sales.
Receivables:
It is also hypothesized that receivables from
debtors is a substitute for closing inventories. In
the presence of a higher amount of receivables,
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the volume of closing inventories would thus be
lower. Therefore, the receivable is another major
determinant of closing inventories. It is expected
to have a negative relationship between closing
stock and receivables.
Opportunity cost:
Finally, the opportunity cost of the capital
invested in current assets has been measured
as short-term interest rate of commercial bank.
Higher the short term interest rate, lower the
inventories level, therefore, it is expected to
possess a negative relationship.

3.2

Regression Analysis:

This study undertakes the issue of identifying
key variables that determine the level of inventory
in Nepalese enterprises. To find the
determinants of inventory, the closing inventories
are used as the dependent variable. The closing
inventories of manufacturing enterprises include
stock of raw materials,
semi-finished goods and
finished goods. Sales
volume, receivables
and opportunity cost
are
taken
as
independent variables.
3.2.1 R e g r e s s i o n
Results of Different
Scale Enterprises:
Based on pooled data
of different scale
enterprises, it has been found that sales and
inventories have a positive relationship. The
regression result shows that larger the firmsí
size the larger their closing stocks. There is a
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positive relationship between receivables and
closing stock, which is not consistent with
previous studies. It has also been observed that
the relationship between closing stock and
opportunity cost is negative. This result is
consistent with previous studies. The coefficients
of all variables are statistically significant in
large-scale enterprises whereas only the
coefficients sales are significant in medium and
small-scale enterprises.
The adjusted R-square explains 70.8 percent of
the variation in closing stock under ordinary least
square in large, 20.80 percent inmedium and 37.2
in small scale enterprises. The regression
equation does not suffer from any multicollinearity among independent variables as can
be readily ascertained from the table of
correlation matrix Table 2, 3, and 4.
Table 1 Regression Result of Different Scale
Enterprises

Note: Figures in parenthesis denote ítí
values
*significant at 1 percent, **significant at
5 percent, ***significant at 10 percent
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Table 2Correlation Matrix of Large Scale
Enterprises

Source: Computed from annual reports of concerned
enterprise
Table 3 Correlations Matrix of Medium Scale
Enterprises
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is a negative relationship between receivables
and closing stock, which is consistent with the
view that a decrease in the inventory will
generate more receivables for an enterprise.
Closing inventories will be less for those
products, which are sold on credit. A 100 percent
addition to credit sales will cause a 17 percent
reduction in the inventory volume. In other
words, current assets will increase by 83 percent.
Table 5 Regression Results of Pooled Data:

Source: Computed from annual reports of concerned
enterprise
Table 4 Correlations Matrix of Small Scale
Enterprises

Note: Figures in parenthesis denote ítí values
*significant at 1percent
***significant at 10percent

Source: Computed from annual reports of concerned
enterprise

3.2.2 Regression Results of Pooled Data:
The Table 5 shows that sales and inventories
have a strong positive relationship which is also
consistent with the view that larger the firmsí
size, larger the closing stocks of the firm. The
growth of inventories depends on sales volume.
It is obvious that sales volume affects the size
of inventories. Moreover, it is found that there

Moreover, it has been observed that the
relationship between closing stock and
opportunity cost is negative. This result is
consistent with the view that in the presence of
a higher opportunity cost the volume of closing
inventories would be lower. All the variables that
are used to explain the level of closing stock are
statistically significant. The adjusted R-square
explains only 7.2 percent of the variation in
closing stock under ordinary least square. The
regression equation does not suffer from any
multicollinearity among independent variables as
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can be readily ascertained from the correlation
matrix Table 6.
Table 6 Correlation Matrix of Pooled Data

Source: Computed from annual reports
of concerned enterprise

4.

Conclusion

Inventory is one of the main components of working
capital. The basic objective of inventory
management is to optimize the size of inventory in
a firm so that smooth performance of production
and sales function may be possible at the minimum
cost which maximizes the profitability of the firm.
Inadequate inventory adversely affects the smooth
running of business, whereas excess of it costs
more. The success or failure of a business largely
depends upon its performance of inventory
management. The proper management and control
of inventory not only solves the acute problem of
liquidity, but also increases the annual profits and
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causes substantial reduction in the working capital
of the firm. In this study, the determinants of the
level of inventory in Nepalese enterprises, across
different firmsí size have been examined .In scale
wise analysis, it has been found that sales and
inventories have a positive relationship in entire
size of the firm. Similarly, a negative relationship
between closing stock and opportunity cost has
been observed. The coefficients of all variables
are statistically significant in large-scale enterprises
whereas only the coefficients sales are significant
in medium and small-scale enterprises.
It has been found that there is significantly a
negative relationship between receivables and
closing stock, which is consistent with the view
that a decrease in the inventory will generate
more receivables for an enterprise. It has also
been observed that sales and inventories have a
positive relationship which indicates that the larger
the firmsí sales, higher the closing stocks. The
relationship between closing stock and opportunity
cost is negative. This result is consistent with the
view that in the presence of a higher opportunity
cost, the volume of closing inventories is lower.
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NEED OF THE MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEM IN THE
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS
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Abstract
School and educational institutions must take responsibility of human resource development
at a large for the nation building. It is called most important pillar of present dayís society.
For properly doing their functions they require an effective MIS system backed by modern
and sophisticated IT system characterized by fully automated information flow regarding
student admission, employee management, cash flow, assets managements selection tests
and so on. This study aims to know whether the institutions running in the country strive to
this direction or not. For the study some selected schools/institutions were taken as sample
from Kathmandu valley and key personnel of the sample institutions were enquired. The
study reveals that institutions are using some software: some are of integrative nature and
some are of non-integrative nature.
Keywords: MIS, EMIS, IT, Integrative software, non-integrative software.

Introduction
Decisions made without understanding the
relevancy of all alternatives are
counterproductive to the organizations. This is
equally applicable to the school organizations.
Before making decisions, every environmental
factor, internal or external, is to be judged
by the managers. The information about
the critical components of environment must
be carefully analyzed. There are a number
of challenges in decision making: right
information is the prerequisites, then its judgment
based on the right tools another challenge,
and managers value to ignore personal biasness
while judging is another important behavior

considerations. These processes are practiced
in the modern management in the name
of management information system (MIS)
and in the education sectors this practice is
given high priority in the name of educations
management information system (EMIS). EMIS
serves the organization in two ways: uses
the technologies to record the information
which must be collected in course of day to
day information and must use the tools and
techniques for analyzing information and
supporting decision making. This article focuses
on the issues of EMIS and its components
required for effective management system of
school and colleges.
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Review of literature
Management Information System (MIS)
The term management information system (MIS)
made its first appearance in U.S. navy report
on the use of computers to construct a single
integrated system to manage all navy resources
(Reddy, Srinivasu, Rikkula and Rao, 2009). Then
it rapidly spread all over the world endorsing it
by different sectors, like, industrial corporations,
consultants, academic researchers, management
writers, and computer manufacturers.
Bee and Bee define MIS as a system to convert
data from internal and external sources into
information and communicate that information
in an appropriate form, to managers at all levels
in all functions to enable them to make timely
and effective decisions for planning, directing
and controlling the activities for which they are
responsible (Bee and Bee, 1999). Adebayo
(2007) stressed the need for MIS in decision
making as it provides information that is needed
for better decision making on the issues affecting
the organization regarding human and material
resources. MIS may be viewed as a mean for
transformation of data, which are used as
information in decision-making processes.

Figure 1 shows this understanding about
information as data processed for a definite
purpose. (Lucey, 1997). Without information, the
modern company is dead. (Papows, 1998)
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Education Management Information
Systems (EMIS)
The role of information in education sectors has
been considered as an important ingredient for
carrying out organizations program successfully.
Education systems have become complex due
to the increased expectations of employment,
job opportunities, and varieties of specializations,
from the heterogeneous groups of people of the
societies. In particular, there is evidence that
direct and meaningful participation in the
processes of educational decision-making leads
to improvement in quality and the participations
have necessitated the use of different
information tools, techniques and computer
software. Consequently, in recent years, greater
interest has been shown in the decentralization
of educational decision and coordination of
different decentralized units has been regarded
as most important functions. In this connection
Education Management Information Systems
(EMIS) can be a valued partner and trusted
advisor in the development, delivery and support
from the education system. To the solution of
the problems of information that meet the needs
of schools, colleges and other higher level
educational institutions, EMIS. EMIS can be
designed to automate education institute
information, so that EMIS can render
the services of providing right
Information to right people at right time
for formulating strategies, policies and
programs and proper implementations
of these through effective support
system and controlling.
IT helps to make information system not only
accurate and fast but wide too. Twenty first
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century is the century of knowledge worker.
Knowledge of vertical as well as horizontal both
is equally important. Effective teaching and
learning take place in a wider administrative and
socio-economic context which must support
what the teachers do which is the primary
activity related to quality of education. In the
other word IT assist in creating the conditions
necessary for improvement of educational
quality. And this is the task of educational
management.
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were contacted for gathering information.
Five schools were of secondary schools of
community nature, ten were institutional
schools of secondary and higher secondary
level. Ten colleges were those which
were running undergraduate and graduate
level. One was constituent college of
Tribhuvan University, one from Pokhara
University. Eight were affiliated colleges running
under Tribhuvan University, Pokhara University,
Purbanchal University, and Kathmandu
University.

Objectives
The objective of this article is to examine to what
extent educational institutions apply MIS system.
Sub objectives are:
1. To investigate about the software that
the educational institutions use?
2. To analyze the reasons of using the
software? and
3. To analyze the problems of using the
software.
Delimitations
This article does not include the issues of EMIS
at central level organizations, like Department
of Education, Ministry of Education, National
Planning Commission, and Ministry of Finance
of Nepal.

Methodology
Sources of information for writing this article
were primary and secondary both. Some
articles and books written elsewhere were
reviewed as secondary source. The primary
sources include 25 educational institutes
(colleges, and schools) of Kathmandu Valley.
The vice principals and key personnel

Enquiry was made with the key personnel if
they use any software to receive and recording
information for managing the organizations
and accounting system. Observations were done
based on a carefully made check list. So the
Instrument used was a checklist which covered
aspects: (a) academics planning & execution,
(b) assessments execution management
system (c) admission management system
(d) financials (e) student payments (f) payroll
(g) student service s portal (h) information
resource center (i) human resource management
system (j) asset management system (k) web
technologies enhancement in existing system
(l) access to compute information system.
Altogether there were eighty sub questions
that were to be checked by indicating either yes
or no.
Data analysis was done based on the response
received from the respondents of the educational
institutions taken as a sample.

Discussion and Analysis
This section deals with the number of schools
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and institutions and students needed to be
addressed by the proper management software,
benefits established by the software and proper
MIS-System and the software popular in Nepal
for the school management, either in the
integrative way or partially.

Schools and institutions needed MIS
There are 34,361 schools, 33,881 are primary
and 13,791 are lower-secondary and 34,066 are
basic levels of schools Nepal (DoE, 2010/11).
Out of 34,066 basic level schools, 28,228 are
community (83%) and 5003(17%) are
institutional. Total student enrolled in basic level
are 6,595,565. Basic level students (1-8) enrolled
in community schools are 5,658,326(86%) and
in institutional level are 937,239(14%). The total
number of female teacher at this level is
43,821(34%) and male teacher is 83,901 (66%)
and altogether is 127,722.
Total schools of secondary level with grades 910 are 7,938; higher secondary level with grades
11-12 are 3,382; and secondary level with grades
9-12 are 8,233. Total enrolment is 848,569 in
secondary level with grades 9-10, total enrolment
in higher secondary level with grades 11-12 is
353,338 and total enrolment is 1,201,907 in
secondary level with grades 9-12.
For higher education, there are nine universities
in different parts of the country (MoE, personal
communication, May 11, 2010). They are
Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu University,
Pokhara University, Purbanchal University,
lumbini Budha University, Nepal Samskrit
University, Far western Unviersity, Mid western
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University. Agriculture Unviersity. Some national
affiliates institutions are B.P. Koirala Institute
of Health Science , Higher Secondary Education
Board (HSEB), Council for Technical Education
and Vocational Training (CTEVT), National
Academy of Medical Sciences ( NAMS), and.
Patan Academy of Health Sciences. There is a
number institutions under international affiliates
named Bharathiar University (BU), Vinayak
Missions University, Sikkim Manipal University,
International American University, University of
Cambridge International Examinations (CIE),
Indira Gandhi National Open University
(IGNOU), Queen Margaret University,
American Hospitality Academy, American Hotel
& Lodging Association, London Metropolitan
University (London Met) .
According to UGC, (2067), under the
five universities, (Tribhuvan, Kaathmandu,
Pokhara, Purbanchal, amahendra samskrit,
which are running at their full capacity) 3,00,242
students were enrolled in the academic year
2065 (2009/10). Among them the share of
female is 37.3 percent. Out of this around
2,50,000 (83%0 were enrolled in Tribhuvan
University.

Benefits rendered by the proper school
management system software (MIS)
The proper school/institution based MIS system
is essential of a large number of schools and
educational institutions are to be benefited.
Literatures have already established the relations
between the IT applications and benefits to
different aspects and players of schools and
educational system.
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Table 1: Table showing School Management System ñ Advantages

School management software used
On the observation and enquiry, the institutions
were found to employ some software of

integrated nature as well as nonintegrated
nature. Integrated software covers all the
aspects of management and nonintegrated
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covers only few or single aspect of information
system of management system. Different
software used by the sample institutions
secondary, higher secondary, and institutions of
different categories mentioned above were Easy
School Management Software, Midas School
Management Software, Excel, Tally.
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can avoid manual work and save money.

MS Excel

Easy School Manager - School Management
Software†covers all the functionality that proves
beneficial for the management to keep the
record of the students, accounts, inventory,
library,†fees and other activity of the school. The
report generated through this software also helps
the management to keep the manual record of
the transactions and other activities and thus
helps to develop hassle free school management
system.
†

Some of the most important features of Excel
are: Windows-based application: MS Excel has
an interface similar to Windows operating
system. Like all Windows applications, Excel
has toolbars, shortcut menus, AutoCorrect,
Online help and Wizards. It has workbooks that
contain one or more worksheets. Keeping all
sheets that are related to-a project (accounting,
administration, student records, etc.) live in one
file reduces the need to maintain different files.
Excel worksheets can contain any object, like a
document, a picture or a video clip. This feature
is known as Object Linking and Embedding
(OLE). This capability can be used to integrate
Excel with all other applications. One can create
custom data entry forms within a worksheet.
Validation rules and formatting can be included
within a form.

Midas school management software
(Integrated nature)

Tally

Easy school management software
(Integrated nature)

Midas School management software is flexible
web based solution for all schools. In this
software we provide all facility needed in the
school. School management software is simple
and easy to use and maintain all school related
information.
Midas School Management Software has the
capacity to manage Administration, Teacher,
Student, Library, Payment, Expenses,
Attendance, Hostel, Reports, School Activity,
Forms; References etc. Midas School
Management Software saves Administration
time, Teachers and Student time. Using it we

Tally 9 has powerful, in-built features that are
designed to meet the complex needs of a growing
business. These features will help institutions
speed up their business processes, take quicker
decisions and enhance your productivity. It has
Multi-lingual capability, unlimited levels of
classification. It can help the school to manage
simple single-location, or complex multi-location
stocks, with unlimited classification systems for
the items, and units of measure. Tally 9 has
achieved major technological breakthroughs to
enable the organization to benefit from
collaborative technology such as, protocol
support for HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, SMTP, ODBC,
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and raw sockets, with data interchange formats
like XML, HTML, SOAP, SDF and related
formats, rule-based collaboration supporting
export, upload and synchronization.

Problems of MIS in Schools/institutions
Responses received from the sample school
administrators and accountant stated that the
main problem of using software and MIS is there
is no prescribed system. As this is the age of IT
so government must take initiative to prescribe
one particular system so that information can
be collected uniformly. Education act and policy
must give clear directions to use the system
because system helps the efficient management
system.

Findings
1. Mostly school/institutions of Kathmandu
apply software of integrated and
nonintegrated nature: Midas School
Management,
Easy
School
Management Software, Excel and Tally
are the popular software they use.
2. About eighty percent schools/colleges
(20 out of 25) of Kathmandu Valley use
software to write records of any aspects
or some aspects and About 20 percent
schools were found to use integrated
software, like Easy School Manager and
Midas School Manager.
3. Almost all the private schools were
found using software of any nature like
excel, word.
4. Employee database, and payroll were
found to be used through excel in 14
schools out of 25 schools (70%).
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5. 3 institutions out of 25 sample institutions
(12%) were found using tally. These
were Pokhara University affiliates and
Tribhuvan University affiliates running
higher education programs.
6. Government has not stated and
prescribed any integrated software that
can cover all the functions of school or
institutions management.
7. On the enquiry it was found that eleven
institutions (44%) use complete
integrated software made for school and
colleges. This includes Whitehouse,
Goldaen Gate, KMC, Pentagaon, NIST
and Kathmandu Engineering College
was found to use Midas School
Management Software. Gauri Shankar,
Jagat Madnir, Texas College, Puspalal,
Koteswor campus were found using
Easy School Management Software.
8. Even though software can contribute to
the transparency, government seems
reluctant to instruct to use software; the
reason is the lack of responsiveness
towards modern system of information
and technology which leads to greater
transparency.
9. School teachers of the schools, where
software was not used, were asked for
not using software, they stated that the
reasons of not using the software is to
hide the facts.
10. Key personnel of sample schools also
responded that there need many things
to hide which cannot be legally
recorded, because prescribed software
cannot make provision for these. These
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colleges many aspects were maintained
in two books in accounting side: one to
know reality by the proprietors and to
submit to the government and auditing.

items include bribe, gift, donations to
different political associations and their
sister organizations.
11. In most of the private schools and
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t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] ;ª\lIfKt cg'zLng
8f= wgklt sf]O/fnf
;x–k|fWofks

dWoljGb' ax'dv
' L SofDk;

!=! t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] ;}4flGts kl/ro t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] vf; k|of]hg /x]sf] b]vf
;+:s[tsf] r'/flbu0f cGtu{tsf] l0fhGt ‘t'ln’ wft'df
o'r\ -cg_ k|Too, l0fr\ nf]k, 6fk\ -cf_ k|Too / ;j0f{bL3{
;lGwaf6 lgikGg t'ngf -a/fn, @)^* M !*_ zAbdf
cfTdg\ -cfTd_ / sk\ -s_ k|Too eO{ k'gM ;j0f{bL3{
;lGw x'bF f t'ngfTds zAb aGb5 . o;sf] zflAbs
cy{ u'0f, dfg, cfsf/ cflbsf b[li6n] PseGbf a9L
j:t'df kfOg] ;dfgtf jf c;dfgtfx¿sf] k/LIf0f
ul/Psf] jf ul/g] eGg] x'G5 . o; ljz]if0fsf] k|of]u
ljlw, k4lt, ;flxTo, efifflj1fg, wd{, z/L/lj1fg
cflb ljleGg ljifo / ;Gbe{oQ
' m gfd zAb;Fu x'g]
ub{5 .
t'ngfTds ;flxTo cGtu{t ;flxTodf ;fdfGo snf
k|ltdfgx¿sf] cg'ko| f]u, o'uljz]ifsf ljleGg ;flxlTos
cfGbf]ng tyf k|jl[ Qx¿sf] af]w, ljleGg ;flxTox¿df
lglxt k|ltkfB ljifox¿ tyf ljrf/x¿sf] cg'zLng
tyf cGttM z}nL, /rgfljwfg Pjd\ k|ltdfgsf]
ljZn]if0f ;dfj]z ul/G5 h;df a9L dxŒj ;flxTodf
cGtlg{lxt ;DaGw k|bfg ul/Psf] x'G5 -doª\s8, ;g\
!(*% M &)_ . ;flxTosf] ljz]if k[i7e"ld k|bfg
ug]j{ fnf ;fF:s[lts k|jl[ Qx¿sf] cg';/0f ub}{ cfÇgf]
kl/k|I] onfO{ Jofks agfpg' tyf ;flxTo Pjd\ dfgjLo
sfo{snfksf] If]qdf /x]sf] ;DaGw cjut u/fpg'

kb{5 . t'ngfTds ;flxTo / t'ngfTds cfnf]rgf
k/:k/ ufFl;Psf ljifo x'g\ . t'ngfTds ;flxTodf
t'ngfTds cfnf]rgf /x]s} x'G5 / t'ngfTds cfnf]rgf
ljgf t'ngfTds ;flxTo x'g' c;Dej 5 t/ t'ngfTds
;flxTo Jofks / t'ngfTds cfnf]rgf rflxF ;Lldt
/x]sf] x'G5 -uf}td, @)%) M @)&_ . j:t'tM
ljifoj:t'sf] t'ngfTds cWoog clws ljjfbf:kb
/x] klg cfsif{s b]vf kb{5 .
Psflt/ o;sf] ;DaGw k'/f0f ljwf;Fu / csf]t{ km{
af}l4s Oltxf;;Fu klg /x]sf] x'G5 . n]vsx¿n]
ljifoj:t'sf] ;DaGw k|frLgsfnLg ;flxTo CUj]b,
pklgifb\x¿, k'/f0fx¿ -/fdfo0f, dxfef/t cflb_ sf]
e/k"/ pkof]u u/]sf 5g\ . oL u|Gyx¿n] n]vsx¿nfO{
syfj:t', kfq kl/j]z cflb k|bfg u/]sf 5g\ . o;y{
oL ;flxTox¿sf] t'ngfTds cWoog ug'{ pkof]uL
l;4 x'G5 -doª\s8, ;g\ !(*% M &@_ . t'ngfTds
;flxTodf t'ngfTds ;dLIff klg ;dfj]z ePsf]
kfOG5 . l6=lh= doª\s8sf ljrf/df ef/tLo
t'ngfTds ;flxTodf ;dLIffsf] k|dv
' cfwf/ klZrdsf
gjLg ljrf/x¿åf/f ;+jl4{t ;+:s[t sfJozf:q g}
x'gk' b{5 . pgsf cg';f/ sfJo tyf bz{gsf] kf/:kl/s
;DaGw Hofb} hl6n x'bF fx'bF } klg ;flxTosf] ;dLIffsf
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If]qdf e/td'lg, clegju'Kt, cfgGbj4{g, e§tf}t\
cflbåf/f ul/Psf] t'ngfTds cWoogn] xfdLnfO{
Jofks kl/j]z k|bfg ub{5 .
t'ngfTds cWoogsf ;xfotfn] Pssf] ck]Iff clws
;flxTox¿sf lar ul/g] uxg cWoog g} t'ngfTds
;flxTo cWoogsf] d"n k|of]hg xf] -jfk6, ;g\
!(*% M $)_ . j;Gt jfk6\sf ljrf/df Pssf]
ck]Iff clwssf] cy{df leGg leGg efiffx¿sf lar
dfq geP/ Pp6} efiffsf] t/ leGg leGg ef}uf]lns
v08df n]lvPsf s[ltx¿ cGte"t{ x'g k'Ub5g\ .
h:t} M ;+:s[t, g]kfnL, lxGbL, aª\UffnL, d}lynL cflb
leGg leGg efiff ;flxTosf] t'ngfTds cWoog x'g' t
5Fb5
} , cd]l/sf, a]nfot, hd{g, :k]g, g]kfn, ef/t
cflb b]zsf gful/sx¿n] cª\uh]| L efiffdf g} n]lvPsf
s[ltx¿ Pp6} efiff eP klg Ps} ;flxTo gdflgg]
ePsfn] logLx¿sf larsf] ;Gbe{nfO{ lnP/ t'ngfTds
cWoog ug{ ;lsG5 . /fli6«o ;flxTosf k/Dk/fsf]
t'ngf u/]/ To;df lglxt ;dfgtf / ljifdtfsf]
hfgsf/L k|fKt ug{' t'ngfTds ;flxTo cWoogsf]
;f/ xf] .
jfk6n] t'ngfsf nflu lnOPsf b'O{ jf b'Oe{ Gbf clws
;flxTosf lar pkof]uL cyjf s]xL ;dfg nIf0fLo
;DaGw x'g' cfjZos x'g] cf}NF ofPsf 5g\ . pgn]
d/f7L / tufnf]u -lkmlnlkG;sf] efiff_ sf ;flxTosf]
t'ngf ubf{ g[tŒjzf:qsf] b[li6n] s]xL pknlAw xfl;n
eP klg ;flxlTos ;dLIffsf] b[li6n] s]xL 7"nf] pknlAw
k|fKt x'g g;Sg] ePsfn] g]kfnL, d/f7L, lxGbL, u'h/ftL,
aª\ufnL cflb efiffsf lar ;'b9[ ;DaGw /x]sf] x'bF f
oL efiffsf ;flxlTos s[ltx¿sf larsf] t'ngfTds
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cWoog kmnbfoL x'g;Sg] tYo cf}NF ofPsf 5g\ .
pgsf ljrf/df t'ngfTds cWoogdf dfgjLo
zlQm / ;Ldfdfly Wofg k'¥ofpg' Hofb} cfjZos
x'ghfG5 .

!=@ t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] :j¿k
t'ngfTds ;flxTo kfl/eflifs cy{df Ps gofF zAbsf]
¿kdf b]vf kb{5 . klZrdsf c/:t', nGhfOg;,
b]ldlqo; cflb lu|;n] L ;dfnf]rsx¿n] klxn]bl] v g}
j:t'ljwfg tyf z}nLtŒjx¿sf ljifodf ;fdfGo l;4fGt
lg¿k0f ug]{ ;Gbe{df g} slj tyf gf6ssf/x¿sf
eflifs k|of]u ljlwsf] t'ngfTds cWoog cf/De
u/]sf lyP -gu]Gb|, ;g\ !(*% M #@_ . pgLx¿n]
u/]sf] t'ngfTds cWoog Pp6} lu|;n] L efiffdf dfq
;Lldt /x]sf] lyof] . xf]/;] n] lu|;n] L / Nofl6gL efiffsf
s[ltx¿sf] cf;{ kf]Oltsf
ltsfdf t'ngfTds cWoog
k|:t't u/]kl5 Oª\NofG8sf 8«fO8g / hf]G;g, k|mfG;sf
;]G6Jo'e, hd{gLsf uf]O6] / :n]u]n cflbn] klg
t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] cWoognfO{ cem Jofks
t'NofP .
k"jL{o sfJozf:qsf k|foM ;a} k|frLg u|Gyx¿ /
k|l;4 6Lsfx¿df k|r/' dfqfdf t'ngfTds ;Gbe{
pknAw /x]sf 5g\ . cfgGba4{g / s'Gtsn] ;+:s[t
/ k|fs[tsf k|l;4 sljx¿sf gf6sx¿sf] j:t'sf}zn
;DaGwL snfTds k|of]ux¿sf] ;"Id ¿kdf ljj]rgf
k|:t't u/]sf 5g\ . cnª\sf/jfbL efdxx¿n] klg
eflifs rdTsf/sf] k/:k/ t'ngf ub}{ dfld{s ljZn]if0f
k|:t't u/]sf 5g\ . t'ngfTds ;flxTon] ;flxTosf]
t'ngfTds b[li6n] cWoog k|:t't ub{5 . o;n] s'g}
s[ltsf/, s[lt jf ljlw ljz]ifsf] leGgfleGg} of Psfª\uL
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¿kdf geO{ Ps csf{sf larsf] ;dfgtf / leGgtfsf]
t'ngfTds ljj]rgf Pjd\ ljZn]if0f k|:t't ub{5
-gu]Gb|, ;g\ !(*% M !@_ . o;n] s'g} Ps efiffs}
;Ldfdf /x]/ b'O{ jf b'Oe{ Gbf a9L ;dfg–c;dfg ljwfx¿
jf k|sl[ tx¿sf lar t'ngf ub{5 eg] b'O{ jf b'Oe{ Gbf
a9L efiffx¿df ljBdfg ;dfg–c;dfg ljwfx¿ /
k|jl[ Qx¿sf lardf klg t'ngfTds cWoog ub{5 .
o;n] Psflt/ ;flxTo / csf{lt/ snf, bz{g, wd{,
dgf]lj1fg, Oltxf; tyf /fhgLltzf:q cflb kf/:kl/s
;DaGwsf] ljj]rgf klg ub{5 .
o;k|sf/ t'ngfTds cWoogn] Pp6} efiff cGtu{t /
ax'efiff tyf ax'ljifosf lardf /x]sf ;dfgtf /
c;dfgtfx¿sf] cWoog ljZn]if0f ub{5 . j:t'tM
t'ngfTds ;flxTo eg]sf] cGtM ;flxlTos cWoog
xf], hf] cg]s efiffsf ;flxTonfO{ cfwf/ agfP/ cl3
a9\b5 . cg]stfdf Pstf sfod ug'{ o;sf] p2]Zo
/x]sf] x'G5 . Effiffsf ;DaGwdf 8f= gu]Gb|n] lgDg
ltg kl/lw /xg] tYo cf}NF ofPsf 5g\ M
-s_ t' n gfTds ;flxTosf cWo] t fnfO{
k|fylds efiffsf] cltl/Qm sDtLdf
Pp6f jf sxLF–sxLF b'O{ / / cGo
efiffx¿sf] klg 1fg x'g' cfjZos
5.
-v_ ;xjtL{ Ps jf clwseGbf clws b'O{
d'Vo efiffx¿sf] cWoog hxfF d"n
¿kdf x' G 5, ToxfF cGo efiffsf
;flxTosf] 1fg cg'jfbsf] dfWodaf6
lbOg'kb{5 .
-u_ ;do–;dodf o; ljifos sfo{zfnf
uf]i7L ;~rfng ug'k{ b{5 .
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!=# t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] nIf0f
t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] nIf0f -gu]Gb|, ;g\ !(*% M !^_
lgDgfg';f/ /x]sf] 5 –
s_ ‘t'ngfTds ;flxTo’ ;flxTosf] ;fj{ef}d
;ª\sNkgf xf], hf] ;flxTosf] /fli6«o
tyf eflifs ;LdfeGbf k/ x'G5 / ;du|
¿kdf u|x0f ub{5 .
v_ hftLo Pjd\ /fhgLlts k"jf{ux| /lxt,
cgdf]n cg'el" tx¿ ;fj{ef}d eflifs
¿kdf k|:t't x'G5g\, h'g nf]sdfg;sf
/fulj/fusf ;r]ttfk"0f{ ;Djfxs tŒj
ePsfn] of] ljleGg efiffsf e]bs
ljz]iftfaf6 d'Qm x'G5 .
u_ o;n] ;flxTosf afx\o ¿knfO{ Hofbf
dxŒj glbO{ o;sf cfGtl/s tŒjsf]
/]vfª\sg ub{5 .
3_ o; ;ª\sNkgfsf] cf/De cg]stfdf
Pstfsf] :yfkgf ug]{ efjgfn] clek|l] /t
cg]sf}F ;flxTosf] t'ngfTds cWoog
u/]af6 k|fKt ePsf] xf] .
ª_ leGg ;flxTosf hftLo, ;fdflhs,
/fhg}lts Pjd\ eflifs ¿ke]b;Fu o;sf]
s'g} ;/f]sf/ 5}g t/ t'ngfTds ;flxTosf
cWo]tfx¿ ;flxTo / c;flxTosf e]bk|lt
cToGt ;ts{ /xG5g\ .
r_ o;sf] k[i7e"lddf :jfefljs ¿kdf
Pp6f o:tf] ;fj{ef}d ;flxTozf:qsf]
;ª\sNkgf cGtlg{lxt /x]sf] 5, h;sf]
cfwf/df ;flxTo dfqsf] /rgf Pjd\
To;sf cf:jfbfgsf] ;j{ d fGo
l;4fGtnfO{ lg¿k0f ug{ ;lsG5 .
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t'ngfTds ;flxTosf lj/f]wL ljåfg\x¿n] qmf]rs
] f] ;f}Gbo{
l;4fGtsf cfwf/df o;nfO{ cy{xLg /x]sf] lgisif{
lbPsf 5g\ tfklg Jofjxfl/s ljj]rgfsf] :t/df of]
qmf]rs
] f] ;f}Gbo{ l;4fGt g} vf;} dfGo /x]sf] b]vf
kb}g{ . ;+:s[tsf sfJofrfo{ s'Gtsn] tŒjut b[li6n]
sfJof]lQmnfO{ ljefhg ug{ ;ls+bg} tfklg sfJodd{sf]
JofVof ug{sf nflu Jofjxfl/s :t/df klg sYo /
sygsf] k[ys\–k[ys\ ¿kdf JofVof ug{' clgjfo{
ePsf] atfP/ o;sf] plrt ;dfwfg lbPsf 5g\ .
t'ngfTds ;flxTon] Oltxf;sf] pk]Iff u5{ eGg]
lj/f]wLx¿sf] dt klg c;To g} b]vfkb{5 . P]ltxfl;s
kl/j]zsf] ljj]rgf gubf{;Dd t'ngfTds cWoog g}
k"0f{ gx'g] ePsfn] gu]Gb|sf b[li6df t'ngfTds ;flxTo
ljljw efiffx¿sf] cWoog xf]Og . a? of] ljZjsf
s'g} klg efusf OR5's ljåfg\n] ;Lldt ;|f]t /
;fwgx¿sf] pkof]u ub}{ cGo If]qdf k|rlnt
efiffx¿nfO{ cfwf/ agfP/ o;sf] cWoog ug{ ;S5g\
-gu]Gb|, ;g\ !(*% M @!_ . o;df cg]s efiffx¿sf
;flxTosf] 1fg cfjZos eP klg s'g} lgwf{l/t lglZrt
;ª\Vof 5}g . Jofks dfgjLo d"No / dfGotfsf]
cfwf/ ldnfP/ v8f ePsfn] o;n] ;a}sf nflu
:jLsfo{ Pp6f gofF dfgjjfbsf nflu e"ldsf tof/
kfb{5 . g/]z u'xn] t'nfgfTds cWoog -s_ ljifoj:t'
Pjd\ clek|fo, -v_ ;flxTosf ljwf, k|sf/, ?v /
k|ljlwx¿, -u_ o'u, wf/f / cfGb]ng, -3_ afOan,
k|frLg, Snfl;s jfª\do a[xQ/ ef}uf]lns Pjd\ efiffsf]
Pstf, -ª_ cg'jfb, -r_ k[ys\–k[ys\ b]z tyf -5_
leGgfleGg} zLif{sdf ug{ ;lsg] cf}N“ ofPsf 5g\ -u'x,
;g\ !(*% M @*_ . pgn] ;}4flGts ¿kdf g}
t'ngfTds ;flxTonfO{ b]zsf] ;flxTo / ;+:s[ltnfO{
cGo b]zsf] ;flxTo / ;+:s[lt;Fu ;Da4 ug]{ d'Vo
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s8Lsf] ¿kdf lnPsf 5g\ -u'x, ;g\ !(*% M #!_ .
t' n gfTds ;flxTosf] cWoog cg' ; Gwfgaf6
cGt/f{li6«o ;f}xfb|t{ fdf j[l4 x'G5 t/ /fli6«o rl/qsf]
ljz]iftfnfO{ vf]h/] lgsfNg] k|oTgdf bf]iff/f]k0f jf
l5b|fGj]if0f ug',{ pRr / gLr jf k|z;+ f / cgfjZos
lgGbfdf s]lGb|t x'gx' bF' g} -jfk6, ;g\ !(*% M $)_ .
lbzfxLg Jofks cWoog ug'e{ Gbf dof{lbt If]qdf
/x]/ uDeL/ cWoog cg';Gwfg ug{ pko'Qm x'g] jfk6sf]
wf/0ff b]lvG5 .

!=$ t'ngfTds ;flxTo cWoogsf] k|dv
'
ljifo
t'ngfTds ;flxTo cGtu{t cWoogsf d'Vo ljifox¿
lgDg 5g\ –
!=$=! k| e fj
k|frLg tyf cGo ;dfg ljz]iftf ePsf efiffx¿sf]
k|efjsf] cfsng ug'{ t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] k|dv
'
cª\u xf] . of] k|efj ;fdfGotM ljifoj:t', ldys,
syfgs ?l9, ljrf/, ;flxlTos ljwfsf] ljGof;;Fu
;DalGwt x'g ;Sb5 . o'/f]k ty cd]l/sfdf lu|;n] L
tyf Nofl6g]nL, ef/t tyf g]kfndf ;+:s[t, k|fs[t
Pjd\ cke|z
+ sf] cWoog o;} b[li6sf]0fdf cfwfl/t
/x]/ ul/G5 . of] cWoog ;dfg u'0f ePsf efiffx¿sf]
cGt/;DaGw v'6o\ fpg jf cfbfg–k|bfg ug{df klg
k|fdfl0fs dflgG5 .

!=$=@ k/Dk/f / ;dfg k|j[lQx¿
ljleGg ;flxTox¿df pknAw ;dfg k/Dk/f /
k|jl[ Qx¿sf] 1fg klg t'ngfTds ;flxTosf cWo]tfx¿sf
nflu pkof]uL g} b]vf kb{5 . o;af6 ;fj{ef}d jf ljZj
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;flxTosf] cjwf/0ff ljsf; ug{df ljz]if ;xfotf
k|fKt x'G5 . dxfsfJox¿df plNnlvt ljljw k|;ª\u
tyf lnlvt clnlvt syfdfnfx¿sf] k|jh{gsf]
cg';Gwfg o;} p2]Zon] g} ul/G5 . vf;u/L g]kfn,
ef/t cflb blIf0f Pl;ofnL b]zx¿df k|l;4 hfts
tyf cGo gLlt syfx¿ l;+xf;g aQL;L jf j]tfn
kRrL;L cflb syfx¿, clnkm n}nfsf sxfgLx¿ /
blIf0f o'/f]kdf j'sflrof]sf syfdfnf tyf cGo ljljw
/DofVofgx¿ ;dfg syfgs ?l9x¿sf] cToGt /f]rs
z[ªv
\ nf km]nf kb{5 . tL leGg leGg b]zsf n]vsx¿n]
cfÇgf] cfÇgf] ;f+:s[lts ljz]iftf cg';f/ syfx¿sf]
;Dkfbg, n]vg tyf jfrg ub}{ cfPsf 5g\ . logsf]
cWoog tyf cg';Gwfg t'ngfTds ;flxTon] ub{5 .
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!=% t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] cWoog k|lqmof

cWoogsf qmddf t'ngfTds ;flxTosf cWo]tfsf
cufl8 ;j{ky| d ljifoj:t'ut Pjd\ dfWodut u/L
b'O{ k|sf/sf] ;d:of v8f x'G5 . ljifoj:t'ut
cWoogsf] s]Gb|ljGb' ;flxTo g} x'g ;S5 tfklg o;nfO{
Jofks kl/k|I] odf x]g{ / ;Demgsf nflu s]xL cfwf/
ljifox¿sf] ;fdfGo 1fg x'g' cfjZos x'G5 . tL
cfwf/ ljifosf ¿kdf ljj]Ro ;flxTosf] ;dsfnLg
;fdflhs ;fF:s[lts Oltxf;, tTsfnLg ljrf/wf/f
/ snfk|jl[ Qx¿ x'g ;St5g\ -gu]Gb|, ;g\ !(*% M
&*_ . o:tf] cfwf/ ljifox¿sf] 1fg Ps ;flxTosf]
cWoogsf nflu klg / ;dsfnLg cg]s ;flxTox¿sf]
cWoogsf nflu klg plQs} dxŒjk"0f{ dflgG5 .
t'ngfTds ;flxTo cWoogsf] k|f0ftŒjsf] ¿kdf
!=$=# ;dfgfGt/ tŒj
k|To]s o'usf] ;flxTosf] d"ndf cfÇgf] ;dosf]
;dfgfGt/ tŒjx¿sf] ljZn]if0f ug'{ t'ngfTds dxŒjk"0f{ 36gfx¿ k|d'v lrGtg k4ltx¿sf],
;flxTosf] k|dv
' sfo{ xf] . ;d tyf ljifd b'j} k|sf/sf snfk|jl[ Qx¿sf] k|/] 0ff ljBdfg /x]sf] x'G5 . h:t},
k|jl[ Qdf ;dfgfGt/ tŒj k|fKt ug{ ;lsg] gu]Gb|n] /fli6«o PsLs/0fsf] 1fgljgf jL/sfnLg ;flxTo, ;'uf}nL
atfPsf 5g\ . o; k|sf/sf] ljj]rgfaf6 Psflt/ ;lGwsfnLg Oltxf;sf] 1fgljgf elQmsfnLg ;flxTo,
;flxTosf] ;xL klxrfgsf nflu pko'Qm cfwf/ k|fKt sf]tkj{ / hxflgofF /f0ff zf;g Joj:yfsf] P]ltxfl;s
x'G5 eg] csf{lt/ ;flxTo l;h{gf k|lqmof a'‰gdf 1fgljgf z[ªu\ fl/s sfnv08 / k|jl[ Qsf] ;xL ljZn]if0f
;xfotf ldNb5 .
ug{df sl7gfO l;h{gf x'g ;Qm5 . o:t} ef/tsf
k|dv
' efiff ljifos zf]w ug'k{ /]df ef/tLo cå}tbz{g
!=$=$ nlntsnf tyf cGo cfwf/e" t Pjd\ ;'kmL lrGtg k|lqmofsf] /fd|f] 1fg x'g' clgjfo{
zf:qx¿sf ;fy cGt;{DaGw
x'G5 .
snfTds b[li6n] ;flxTosf] cWoog ug{sf nflu
cGo nlntsnf–lrqsnf, ;ª\uLt tyf d"lt{snfx¿sf ;flxTosf k|To]s ljwfsf] t'ngfTds ljj]rgfsf nflu
;fydf /x]sf] cGt;{DaGw s]nfpg' cfjZos ePsf] ;flxTozf:qsf] cg'zLng ug'{ clgjfo{ x'G5 . ;flxTo
5 . l;g]dfsf] a9\bf] k|rf/–k|;f/sf sf/0f clnlvt ljwfsf] d"n l;4fGt h:t}, ;flxTosf] :j¿k / k|of]hg,
syfsf ¿kdf lkmNdL snfnfO{ klg t'ngfTds ;flxTo l;h{gf k|lqmof, ljleGg ljwfx¿sf] ;+/rgf, eflifs
cGtu{t ;dfj]z ug{ yflnPsf] 5 .
agf]6 / a'gf]6 cflbsf] k"0f{¿kdf 1fg geO{ cg';Gwftfn]
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nIo xfl;n ug{ ;St}g . olb s'g} cg';Gwftfn]
k|ultjfbL pkGof;df t'ngfTds cWoog ug{ rfxG5
eg] pm k|ultjfbL l;4fGt, ¿k/rgf, ;ª\u7g cGtj{:t',
/rgfk|lqmof cflbaf/] k"0f{¿kdf hfgsf/ x'gk} b{5 .
o:tf] 1fgljgf k|ultjfbL pkGof;x¿sf] cGtj{:t'
s]nfpg ;ls+“b}g . cem k"jL{o tyf kfZrfTo
b'j} ;flxTo zf:qLo 1fg x'g' t'ngfTds cWoog
ug]{ zf]wfyL{sf nflu clgjfo{ g} x'G5 -gu]Gb|, ;g\
!(*% M &(_ . gu]Gb|n] t'ngfTds cWoogsf] kl/lwsf
;DaGwdf klg cfÇgf] b[li6sf]0f k|:t't u/]sf 5g\ .
pgsf ljrf/df t'ngfTds cWoogsf] efiff Psefiffdf
;Lldt gx'g,] ax'efiffsf] lg/Gt/ cEof; ug{ vf]Hbf
;flxlTos ;+jb] gfsf] ljsf; cj?4 x'g ;Sg] cf}NF ofPsf
5g\ . efiffdf kl/;Ldg ug{ vf]Hbf klg ;flxTosf]
;du| lrq pqg g;Sg] ePsfn] o:tf] sl7gfO l;h{gf
eP Jofjxfl/s ¿kdf cg'jfbhGo ljsNksf] rog
ug'{kb{5 . t'ngfTds ;flxTosf] ljifoj:t' Pjd\
cWoogsf] s]Gb| cWo]tfsf] cfÇgf] efiff x'g'kb{5
-gu]Gb|, ;g\ !(*% M *)_ . t'ngfTds ;flxTosf]
s]Gb|ljGb' s'g} cfGbf]ng ljz]if s'g} k|jl[ Q, s'g} ljwf,
syfj:t', ;flxTosf/sf] ju{ljz]if jf s[lt /xg ;St5
t/ k|To]s l:yltdf cWoogsf] cfwf/;"q Pp6} x'g'
clgjfo{ 5 .
t'ngfsf] cfwf/ k|efjsf] ljj]rgf Pjd\ ljZn]if0f
klg x'g ;St5 t/ o:tf] k|efj Psfª\uL jf kf/:kl/s
klg x'g ;St5 . ljsf;qmdsf] kof{nf]rg ubf{ k"jj{ tL{
;flxTosf] k|efj k/jtL{ ;flxTodf k/]sf] km]nf
kb{5 . /fhgLlts sf/0fn] ;fd|fHojfbL b]zsf] ;flxTon]
cfÇgf cf}klgj]lzs b]zsf] ;flxTonfO{ k|efljt t'Nofpg]
ub{5 t/ o:tf] k|efj PskIfLo jf sbflrt\ peokIfLo
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klg x'g ;St5 . o:tf] cj:yfsf] ;xL cfsng ug{
cWo]tf lgs} ;fjwfg /xg'kb{5 . gu]Gb|sf b[li6df
/fhgLlts k|et' fnfO{ ;flxlTos >]i7tfsf] ;xh kof{o
dfg]/ cl3 a9\g' pko'Qm x'bF g} . t'ngfTds cWoogdf
;fk]lIft d"Nofª\sgsf] ck]Iffdf ljj]rgf tyf
ljZn]if0fsf] dxŒj Hofbf 5 t/ d"Nofª\sg klg
ToltrflxF xFb' g} . a? cg';Gwftfsf] lrGtg ;w}“ g}
JolQmut /fuå]if, k|fb]lzs efjgf tyf eflifs
k"jf{ux| x¿af6 d'Qm /xg'kb{5 . d"ntM t'nfgfTds
;flxTo pRrt/ cWoogsf] ljifo ePsfn] o;sf]
cWo]tfdf kl/kSj a'l4, Jofks b[li6sf]0f x'g' clgjfo{
x'G5 cem cWoognfO{ ;kmntfdf kl/0ft ug{ p;df
cfwf/ ljifox¿sf] ;Dos\ 1fg x'g' ckl/xfo{ 5 .

!=^ lgisif{
t'ngfTds ;flxTo cWoogsf] ljlw of k4lt dfq
geP/ ;flxTosf] Ps :jtGq cjwf/0ff klg xf] .
o;n] k4lt of k|lqmofsf ¿kdf s'g} s[ltsf/, s[lt
jf ljlw ljz]ifsf] leGgfleGg} jf Psfª\uL ¿kdf geO{
Ps csf{sf larsf] ;dfgtf / leGgtfsf] t'ngfTds
ljj]rgf Pjd\ ljZn]if0f k|:t't ub{5 . t'nfgfTds
cWoog ljifoj:t' Pjd\ clek|fo, ;flxTosf ljwf,
k|sf/ / k|ljlwx¿, o'u, wf/f / cfGbf]ng, afOan,
k|frLg, Snfl;s jfª\do j[xQ/ ef}uf]lns Pjd\ efiffsf]
Pstf, cg'jfb, k[ys\–k[ys\ b]z tyf leGgfleGg}
zLif{sdf ug{ ;lsG5 . ‘t'ngfTds ;flxTo’ ;flxTosf]
/fli6«o tyf eflifs ;LdfeGbf k/ ;du| ¿kdf u|x0f
ug]{ ;flxTosf] ;fj{ef}d ;ª\sNkgf xf] . hftLo Pjd\
/fhgLlts k"jf{ux| /lxt, cgdf]n cg'el" tx¿ ;fj{ef}d
eflifs ¿kdf k|:t't x'G5g\, h'g nf]sdfg;sf
/fulj/fusf ;r]ttfk"0f{ ;Djfxs tŒj ePsfn] oL
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ljleGg efiffsf] e]bs ljz]iftfaf6 d'Qm x'G5g\ .
o;n] ;flxTosf afx\ o ¿ksf] eGbf Hofbf
cfGtl/s tŒjsf] /]vfª\sg ub{5 . o; ;ª\sNkgfsf]
cf/De cg]stfdf Pstfsf] :yfkgf ug]{ efjgfn]

clek|]l/t cg]sf}F ;flxTosf] t'ngfTds cWoog
u/]af6 k|fKt ePsf] xf] . t'ngfTds ;flxTosf
cWo]tfx¿ ;flxTo / c;flxTosf e]bk|lt cToGt
;ts{ /xG5g\ .

;Gbe{ u|Gy
u'x, g/]z, -;g\ !(*%_, t'ngfTds ;flxTo M cy{ cf}/ :j¿k, t'ngfTds ;flxTo, -;Dkf=_ gu]Gb|_,
lbNnL M g];gn klAnl;ª xfp; .
uf}td, s[i0f -@)%)_, cfw'lgs cfnf]rgf M cg]s ¿k cg]s k7g
k7g, nlntk'/ M ;femf k|sfzg .
gu]Gb|, -;g\ !(*%_, t'ngfTds ;flxTo cf}/ ;fj{ef}d ;flxTosL kl/sNkgf, t'ngfTds ;flxTo -;Dkf=
gu]Gb|_, lbNnL M g];gn klAnl;ª xfp; .
;flxTo, -;Dkf= gu]Gb|_,
___, -;g\ !(*%_, t'ngfTds ;flxTo M cWoogsL k|ljlw–k|lqmof, t'ngfTds ;flxTo
lbNnL M g];gn klAnl;ª xfp; .
;flxTo, -;Dkf=
___, -;g\ !(*%_, t'ngfTds ;flxTosf cWoog cWofkg Pjd\ zf]wsfo{, t'ngfTds ;flxTo
gu]Gb|_, lbNnL M g];gn klAnl;ª xfp; .
___, -;g\ !(*%_ t'ngfTds ;flxTo
;flxTo, -;Dkf= gu]Gb|_, lbNnL M g];gn klAnl;ª xfp; .
a/fn, 6Lsf/fd, -@)^*_, tT;d g]kfnL Jo'TklQ zAbsf]z, sf7fdf8f}F M ljBfyL{ k':ts e08f/ .
e08f/L, kf/;dl0f / dfwjk|;fb kf}8]n -@)^&_, ;flxTozf:q / g]kfnL ;dfnf]rgf
gf, -rf}yf]=;+:s=_,
sf7df8f}“ M ljBfyL{ k':ts e08f/ .
;flxTo, -;Dkf= gu]Gb|_,
doª\s8, 6L=hL, -;g\ !(*%_, t'ngfTds ;flxTo M ef/tLo ;Gbe{ d,]F t'ngfTds ;flxTo
lbNnL M g];gn klAnl;ª xfp; .
jfk6, j;Gt, -;g\ !(*%_, /fi6«Lo ;flxTosL ;ª\sNkgf, t'ngfTds ;flxTo
;flxTo, -;Dkf= gu]Gb|_, lbNnL M
g];gn klAnl;ª xfp; .
l;+x, x/ehg, -;g\ !(*%_, sfJoljwfPF tyf sfJo¿k M t'ngfTds cWoog,, t'ngfTds ;flxTo, -;Dkf=
gu]Gb|_, lbNnL M g];gn klAnl;ª xfp; .
z
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pQ/ cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rgfsf] ;ª\lIfKt kl/ro
d'lQmgfy 9sfn
lzIf0f ;xfos

dWoljGb' ax'dv
' L SofDk;

!=

cfd'v

k|:t't n]vdf pQ/ cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rgfsf] kl/ro /
o;;Fu ;DalGwt eO{ k|rngdf /x]sf ljljw
l;4fGtx¿sf] ;ª\lIfKt ¿k/]vf k|:t't ul/Psf] 5 .
pQ/ cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rgfnfO{ gjLgtd ;dfnf]rgf
dflgG5 / o;sf ljljw k|jl[ Qx¿sf] k|of]u ub}{ ljleGg
ljwf / s[ltx¿sf] ljZn]if0f ug{] qmd ljZj ;flxTosf
;fy} g]kfnL ;dfnf]rgfdf klg a9\bf] qmddf /x]sf]
5 . o;df pQ/ cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rgsf] :j¿k s]
xf] < o;sf d"n k|jl[ Q s] s] x'g\ < o;;Fu ;DalGwt
;dfnf]rgf l;4fGtx¿ s] s:tf 5g\ eGg] af/]df rrf{
ug{] ;ª\lIfKt k|of; ul/Psf] 5 . pQ/ cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rgf
bf];f| ] ljZj o'4kl5 ;flxTo / ;flxTo]t/ If]qdf b]vf
k/]sf] gofF lrGtg xf] . o;n] s'g} Ps ;dfnf]rgfsf]
k|sf/ jf k|jl[ QnfO{ dfq ga'emfO{ cfw'lgsjfb kl5sf
gj k|jl[ Qx¿nfO{ ;dli6df a'emfpF5 . ljlgdf{0fjfb,
gf/Ljfb, cle3ft l;4fGt, hghftLo cWoog l;4fGt,
8fo:kf]l/s n]vg, jftfj/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf, ;lGbUwtf
l;4fGt, ;fOa/ ;dfnf]rgf, k/fnf}lss ;dfnf]rgf,
k|t] 5fofk/s ;dfnf]rgf, gj bfz{lgs ;dfnf]rgf,
kbfy{jfbL÷ckbfy{ ;dfnf]rgf cflb lrGtgaf6 of] cl3
a9]sf] o; ;dfnf]rgfsf log} kIfx¿sf] ;ª\lIfKt
/]vfª\sgsf ;fy} o;sf d"n ;dfnf]rgfTds k|jl[ Qsf]
rrf{ o;df ul/Psf] 5 .

!=! pQ/ cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rgfsf] kl/ro

låtLo ljZjo'4 kZRfft\ a]nfot, k|mfG;, :k]g cflb
zlQmx¿n] cf–cfÇgf pklgj]z 5f8]/ efu]kl5 pQ/
cf}klgj]lzs o'usf] ;"qkft eof] / o;;Fu} pQ/
cf}klgj]lzs÷pQ/ cfw'lgs lrGtg ;'? eof] . of]
s'g ljGb'af6 ;'? eof] eGg] af/]df Psdt kfOFbg}
tfklg o;nfO{ ;fdfGotM !(%) sf] bzsb]lv b]vf
k/]sf kl/jt{gx¿, ljsf;x¿, dgf]jl[ Qx¿ / ;flxTo,
snf, ;ª\uLt, jf:t'snf, bz{g cflb dfgjLo 1fgsf
zfvfx¿÷lrGtgx¿nfO{ ;d]6b\ } ;'? ePsf] dflgG5
-clwsf/L, @)^( M *(_ . o;sf] ;fdfGo cy{
cfw'lgskl5 eGg] x'G5 . pQ/sf] cjwf/0ff ;do,
kl/l:ylt / ljrf/ u/L ltgj6} kIf;Fu ;DalGwt 5
-a/fn, @)^# M *_ . cfw'lgs zAbdf k5fl8 pQ/
hf]8/] cfw'lgsf]Q/, cfw'lgstfjfbf]Q/ zAb k|of]u
ug{ ;lsg] eP klg pQ/ cfw'lgs zAb ;/n ¿kdf
k|rlnt 5 . pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfb cª\uh]| L efiffsf]
kf]:6 df]8lgHdsf] g]kfnL ¿kfGt/0f xf] . pQ/ cfw'lgs
zAbsf] cy{nfO{ ljleGg ljåfg\x¿n] ljleGg lsl;daf6
nufPsf 5g\ .
s;}n] o;nfO{ cfw'lgstfsf] lj/f]wLsf ¿kdf
:jLsf/ ub{} cfw'lgstf ;dfKt ug]{ jfbsf ¿kdf
:jLsf/ u/]sf 5g\ eg] sltkon] cfw'lgstfaf6}
ljsl;t ePsf] k|j[lQsf ¿kdf :jLsf/ u/]sf
5g\ t/ s;}n] c+zdfq cfw'lgstf / c¿ gofF
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k|jl[ Q xf] eGg] wf/0ff /fv]sf 5g\ . pQ/ cfw'lgs
zAbnfO{ s;}n] lg/y{s zAb, s;}n] pbf/jfbL cfGbf]ng,
s;}n] ?l9jfbL cfGbf]ng / s;}n] gj ?l9jfbL
cfGbf]ngsf ¿kdf JofVof u/]sf 5g\ -zdf{ /
cGo, @)^! M #%#_. To;}n] pQ/ cfw'lgstfsf]
k|i6 ¿k/]vf agfpg ufx|f] 5 . pQ/ cfw'lgstfsf]
vf; cf/De snf If]qaf6 ePsf] xf] . o;sf] k|efj
la:tf/} ;dfh, ;+:s[lt, j:t'snf, ;ª\uLt, g[To,
bz{g, dfgjzf:q, Oltxf;, /fhgLltzf:q, dgf]ljZn]if0f,
lj1fg / ;flxTo cflbdf kb{} uof] . pQ/ cfw'lgs
lrGtg;Fu ;DalGwt snd rnfpg] ljåfg\x¿ y'k}|
/x]sf 5g\ . Psflt/ dfS;{jfbL lrGtgdf cf:yf
/fVg] PlG6lgof] u|fDrL, Yof]8f]/ P8f]gf{, dfl6{g xfO8]u/,
/f]nfF afy{, hf}a l8of/, Hofs 8]l/8f, ld;]n
km'sf], P8dG8 x'n;{, ufoqL rqmjtL{, l:kefs -e§/fO{
@)^& M !%#–!%$_ cflbn] d'Vo ¿kdf o;sf]
lj:tf/ pNn]Vo ;xof]u u/]sf] b]lvG5 eg] km]8l/s
h]D;g h:tf lrGtsx¿n] pQ/jtL{ k"FhLjfbsf]
;f+:s[lts sf]0faf6 JofVof u/] . log} ljleGg
sf] 0 fx¿af6 ljsl;t x' g k' u ] s f] pQ/
cfw'lgstfjfbsf d'Vo n]vs tyf s[ltx¿df Hofs
8]l/8fn] ;g\ !(^^ df hf]g xlsG; ljZj ljBfnodf
k|:t't u/]sf] ‘:6«Sr/ ;fOg PG8 Kn] Og b l8:sf]8{
ckm b x\od' g ;fOG;]h’ gfds sfo{kq, hfF k|mf:jfF
Nof]6f8{sf] ‘b kf]i6 df]8g{ slG8;g c l/kf]6{ cg
gn]h’ -;g\ !(&(_ / Oxfa x;gåf/f lnlvt ‘b kf]i6
df]8g{ 6g{ ;]h Og\ kf]i6 df]8g{ Yof]/L PG8 sNr/’
-!)*&_ cflb /x]sf 5g\ .

;dfnf]rgfsf ;Gbe{df pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfbL k|jl[ Q
cjnDag u/]/ n]lvPsf ;dfnf]rgfnfO{ pQ/ cfw'lgs
;dfnf]rgf dflgG5 . pQ/ cfw'lgs lrGtgnfO{ j/0f
u/L n]lvPsf ;flxlTos s[ltx¿sf] ;dfnf]rgf ug{]
pQ/ cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rsx¿df lhgjfpbL, lhg
k|mfofGsf]O;, cf;dg, Oun6g{, hh{ n'O{ alh{of cflb
/x]sf 5g\ . ;flxTo / ;dfnf]rgfsf If]qdf of]
lrGtg lgs} ultzLn ¿kdf cl3 a9]sf] 5 . g]kfnL
;dfnf]rgfdf s[i0f uf}td, OGb|axfb'/ /fO{, Clif/fh
a/fn, ;'wf lqkf7L, lgg' rfkfufO{,+ tf/fsfGt kf08]o,
nId0fk|;fb uf}td, df]xg/fh zdf{, vu]Gb|k;| fb n'O6F n] ,
/d]z e§/fO{, uf]ljGb/fh e§/fO{, ;~hLj pk|t] L, cle
;'j]bL cflb ;dfnf]rsx¿ /x]sf 5g\ -cfrfo{,
@)^( M #%%_ . pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfbleq w]/} k|sf/sf
;dfnf]rgf ;d]l6Psf] x'bF f o;nfO{ 5ftf zAbsf ¿kdf
lnOG5 . of] cfw'lgstfjfbsf lj?4df k|fb"ef{j ePsf]
l;4fGt ePsf]n] o;n] cg'el" tsf] PsTj, ljZjJofkL
;To / ;Tosf] ;fj{ s flnstfdf ljZjf; ug{ ]
cfw'lgstfsf dfGotfsf] v08g ub{5 . o;n]
PsTjjfbsf] lj/f]w / ax'TjjfbL k|jl[ Qsf] ;dy{g
ub{5 . o;n] Pp6} s[ltnfO{ ax'n sf]0faf6 ljZn]if0f
ug{ ;lsg] dfGotf /fVb5 . o;n] dfS;{jfbL / ;+/rgfjfbL
;dfnf]rgfut dfGotfsf] v08g ub{5 . Psfn kf7 /
af]wsf] v08g u/L kf7s cg';f/ kf7sf] cy{ km/s
x'g] dfGotf /fVb5 . ;fdfGotM log} d"NodfGotf pQ/
cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rgfsf /x]sf 5g\ .

;flxTo, l;h{gf / ;dfnf]rgfsf If]qdf k'/fgf
d"Nox¿sf] lj36g / gofF d"Nox¿sf] :yfkgf tyf
k|fb"ef{j ePkl5 pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfb lelqPsf] xf] .

;flxTo, l;h{gf / ;dfnf]rgfsf If]qdf b]lvPsf] pQ/
cfw'lgstfjfbsf cfÇgf s]xL ljlzi6 klxrfg 5g\ .
;fdfGotM x] b f{ cfw' l gstfjfb / pQ/

!=@ pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfbsf ljz]iftf÷
dfGotf
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cfw'lgstfjfbsf lar s]xL s'/fdf ;dfgtf b]lvG5
t/ cGo w]/} s'/fdf c;dfgtf 5. ;flxlTos ljwfsf]
dfGotfdf kl/jt{g cfpFbf kl5Nnf] k|jl[ Qdf s]xL
gofFkg cfpg] / kl5Nnf] k|jl[ Qdf cl3Nnf] k|jl[ Qsf
s]xL cjz]if g5'l§g] u/L /xg] x'bF f b'O{ k|jl[ Qsf lar
;dfgtf / leGgtf b' j } b] l vG5g\ . To;} n ]
;dfnf]rsx¿n] pQ/ cfw'lgstfnfO{ cfw'lgstfsf]
lg/Gt/tf / leGgtfsf ¿kdf lnPsf 5g\ -kf}8o\ fn,
@)&) M (@_. pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfb w]/} ;dfnf]rgf
;d]l6Psf] 5ftf zAb ePsf]n] o;nfO{ kl/eflift ug{
sl7g eP tfklg d'Vo d'Vo ljz]iftf klxrfg ug{
;lsG5 . of] cfw'lgstfjfbsf lj?4df k|fb"ef{j ePsf]
l;4fGt ePsfn] o;n] cg'el" tsf] PsTj, ljZjJofkL
;To / ;fj{sflnstfdf ljZjf; ug]{ cfw'lgstfsf
dfGotf lj3l6t ePsf] 7fGb5 -e§/fO{, @)^$ M
@*_ . of] PsTjfbsf] lj/f]wL / ax'TjjfbL ePsf]n]
Pp6} s[ltnfO{ ax'sf]0faf6 ljZn]if0f ug{ ;lsg] dfGotf
/fVb5 . o;n] juL{otfnfO{ dfq cfwf/ agfpg]
dfS;{jfbL, lglZrt cy{sf] vf]hL ug{] ;+/rgfjfbL
cflb ;dfnf]rgfsf dfGotf c:jLsf/ ub{5 . of]
Hofs 8]l/8fsf] leGgtf :yugsf] l;4fGtdf cfwfl/t
ePsfn] kf7n] Pp6} cy{ lbg] gdfgL kf7sf] cy{
kf7s} lkR5] km/s x'g] dfGotf /fVb5 . o;n] n]vs
/ kf7nfO{ eGbf kf7snfO{, cy{sf] PsTjnfO{ eGbf
ax'TjnfO{ / ;ª\sl] tteGbf ;ª\st] snfO{ a9L dxŒj
lbG5 . o:t} s'g} Ps ljrf/, wd{, hflt ju{, lnª\u,
If]q cflbsf cfwf/df rnfOg] ;fd|fHo, n]lvg] Oltxf;
/ ;flxTo lgld{t efiff / ;+:s[lt cflbsf] lj/f]w ub{5
-kf}8o\ fn, @)&) M ($_ . o;n] s'g} klg s'/fsf]
df}lns / l:y/ cl:tTj l:jsfb}g{ . o;n] h'g;'s}
lgdf{0fnfO{ k"j{ cl:tTjdf /x]sf j:t'x¿s} ;+of]hg
dfGb5 . o;n] df}lns dflgg] /rgfnfO{ klg k"j{
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k|of]u ePsf] zAbfjnLsf] k'gM ;+of]hg dfq dfGb5 .
k"j{ k|sflzt s[ltsf] cfwf/af6 csf{] s[lt /lrg;Sg]
ePsfn] To:tf ljlgld{t s[ltdf df}lnstf / ;Tosf]
vf]hL ug{ Joy{ 7fGb5 . o;n] s[lt / s[ltsf/sf]
df}lns cl:tTj klxrfg ug{ g;lsg] 7fGb} dfgjåf/f
ul/g] ;a} sfo{nfO{ v]nsf ¿kdf cYof{p5
F . o;n]
cy{sf] k|wfgtfdf eGbf cnª\sf/sf] k|wfgtfdf, ;|ft] df
eGbf leGgtf / :yugdf, 5gf]6df eGbf ld>0fdf,
k"0f{tfdf eGbf cf+lzs jf 6'qmfdf, lgdf{0f /
lgoldttfdf eGbf ljlgdf{0f / ljz[ªv
\ ntfdf / a4tfdf
eGbf d'Qmtfdf hf]8 lbG5 -P6d, @)^& M @%(_ .
o;n] ctfls{stf, :jtGqtf, ;~rf/, k|ljlw, pkef]Qmf
/ cGonfO{ hf]8 lbG5 . s]Gb| / kl/lwsf] lje]b
Nofpg] ts{ / a'l4sf] lj/f]w ub{5 . o;n] s]Gb|n] g}
lje]b Nofpg] ePsfn] s]Gb| e~hg ePkl5 cGosf]
e]b g/xg] dfGb} cGo jf s]Gb| aflx/ kg{] jf cf}klgj]lzs
/fi6«, hflt, lnª\u, ju{, j0f{ cflbsf] :jtGq cl:tTjsf
nflu ;xof]uLsf] sfo{ ub{5 . o;n] ljZj u|fld0fLs/0f,
v'nf cy{ Joj:yf, j:t'rogdf u|fxsnfO{ a9L :jtGqtf
lbg] s'/f ub{5 . o;af6 l;h{gf / ;dfnf]rgf klg
k|efljt 5g\ h;sf] kl/0ffd rnlrq cWoog, ;fOa/
;+:s[ltsf] cWoog cflb cGtlj{ifos cWoogsf] ljsf;
eO/x]sf] 5 -kf}8o\ fn, @)&) M (%_ . of] ;dfnf]rgfn]
;"rgf ;~hfn jt{dfgdf ;aeGbf zlQmzfnL ePsf]
dfGb5 . o;n] s'g} klg s'/fsf] df}lnstfnfO{ zª\sfsf]
b[li6n] x]b5
{ eg] dflg;sf ;fy} O{Zj/Lo ;Qfsf]
cl:tTj klg l:jsfb{g} . o;n] O{Zj/, dg'io, Oltxf;,
ljrf/wf/f, cfw'lgstf, snf, ;flxTo, n]vs /
;dfnf]rssf] ;d]t d[To'sf] wf/0ff cl3 ;fb{5 .
o;n] bz{g, Oltxf;, /fhgLlt, lj1fg, cy{zf:q cflb
ljljw 1fg / lj1fgsf zf:qx¿df ;d]t cfnª\sfl/s
efiffsf] k|of]u x'g] ePsfn] ;flxlTos ljwf / ;flxTo]t/
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ljifosf lar cGt/ g/xg] s'/f k|s6 ub{5 -P]hg,
k[i7 (^_ . pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfb d"ntM ax'n,
ljR5]bgwdL{ ax'n bz{g / lrGtgx¿sf] ;+oQ
' mtf
ePsf] clglZrod' v L / ljlgdf{ 0 fjfbL wf/0ff
dflgG5 . nId0fk|;fb uf}tdn] -@)^*M@((.!)_
pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfbL ljZn]if0f Oxf; x;gn] k|:t't
u/]sf] cfw'lgstf / pQ/ cfw'lgstf larsf]
leGgtfnfO{ lgDgfg';f/ k|:t't u/]sf 5g\ M
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!=# pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfbL ;dfnf]rgfsf
k|sf/
pQ/ cfw'lgs lrGtg ;d]6L n]lvPsf ;dfnf]rgf
pQ/ cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rgf x'g\ . o:tf ;dfnf]rgfn]
pQ/ cfw'lgs k|jl[ QnfO{ cjnDag u/L s[lt ljZn]if0f
ub{ 5 g\ . klZrdL hut\ d f of] ;dfnf] r gleq
w]/} k|s[ltsf ;dfnf]rgf kb{5g\ / of] Jofks
5 tfklg oxfF g]kfnL ;flxTodf k|rlnt jf k|rng
pGd'v ;dfnf]rgfsf s]xL k4ltnfO{
lgDgfg';f/ clt ;ª\lIfKt ¿kdf k|:t't
ul/Psf] 5 M

!=#=! ljlgdf{0fjfbL ;dfnf]rgf

;du| d f pQ/ cfw' l gsjfb k/Dk/f lj/f] w L,
ax'njfbf]Gd'v, gjLgtf ck]IfL, clglZrotf s]Gb|L,
ljk7gd'vL, a[xt\ If]q, l;4fGt / jfbx¿ ;dflxt
ePsf] Ps Jofks cy{ lbg] jfb jf dfGotf xf] .

:yflkt ljwfut k/Dk/fnfO{ eTsfP/
s[ltnfO{ v08Ls/0f u/L x]g]{ dfGotf
ljlgdf{0fjfb xf] . o;nfO{ cª\uh]| Ldf
l8sG:6«lS6e ;dfnf]rgf elgG5 . of]
;dfnf]rgf k|mfG;]nL bfz{lgs tyf
efifflj1fgL Hofs 8]l/8faf6 :yflkt
ePsf] xf] . o;sf] yfngL 8]l/8fn]
xlKsG; ljZjljBfnodf ;g\ !(^^
cfof]lht uf]i7Ldf k|:t't u/]sf] ‘:6«Sr/
;fOg PG8 Kn] Og b l8:sf];{ ckm b
x\od' g ;fOG;]h’ zLif{ssf] sfo{kqaf6
ePsf] dflgG5 -kf}8o\ fn, @)&) M !)!_.
of] jfbn] zAbn] lglZrt cy{ lbG5 eGg]
dfGotfsf] v08g ub{5 . zAb s]Gb|jfb
/ Wjlg s]Gb|jfbsf] lj/f]w o;n] ub{5 . 8]l/8fn]
‘leGgtf‘ / ‘:yug’ a'emfpg] ‘l8k|mG] ;’ zAbsf] k|of]u
ub{} zAbsf] cy{;uF ;f]emf] ;DaGw gx'g] / o;n]
lglZrt cy{ glbg] atfPsf 5g\ . ;fy} cy{ eGg] s'/f
leGgtf / :yugsf cfwf/df lgikGg x'g] s'/f atfPsf
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5g\ . of] jfb k|m8] l/s lgT;], /f]nF f afy{, kf}n l8 rrf{ l;df]g b a'efP/sf] b ;]sG] 8 ;]S; -!($(_
Dofg, lxln; ldn/, Xof6f]N8 An'd cflbsf] ljrf/af6 af6 ePsf] dflgG5 . gf/LjfbL lrGtgnfO{ ;dfnf]rgf
k|efljt / :yflkt ePsf] 5 . o;n] zAbn] cy{ / l;h{ g fsf If] q df ptfg{ ] sfo{ d f elh{ l gof
lbgsf nflu csf{] cg'kl:yt zAbsf] ck]Iff ug{] pNkmsf] dxTTjk"0f{ of]ubfg /x]sf] 5 -cfrfo{,
dfGotf /fVb5 . o;n] s[ltsf j:t', kfq cflbdf @)^( M !(@_ . gf/LjfbL ;dfnf]rgfsf] ;"qkft
/x]sf] cGt/lj{/f]w / cg]sfy{nfO{ vf]h/] To;af6 k'?if n]vs d]/L PNdgsf] lyª\lsª\ Pjfp6 cf]dg]
cy{ lgsfNgsf nflu kf7snfO{ :jtGqtf lbG5 . -!(^*_ af6 ePsf] dflgG5 . o:t} s]6 ldn]6sf]
o;n] bz{g, Oltxf; cflb ;flxTo]t/ ljifodf ;]S;'cn kf]lnl6S; -!(&)_ u|Gyn] gf/LjfbL ;flxTo
cfnª\sfl/s efiffsf] k|of]u ul/g] ePsfn] ljwfut l;h{gf / ;dfnf]rgnfO{ Jofkstf lbPsf] dflgG5 .
e]b ;dfKt ePsf] / ;a}nfO{ s]jn s[lt jf n]vg o;sf] ljsf;df a]66\ L k|mfO8g, 6fOnL cf]N;]g, Pn]g
eGg'kg{] dfGotf /fVb5 . o;n] Ps kf7af6 cg]s ;f]jfN6/ cflbsf] dxŒjk"0f{ e"ldsf /x]sf] 5 . s]n
kf7 x'g ;Sg] ;Defjgfsf] vf]hL ub{5 . Pp6f ljwfsf] ldn]6n] ;]S; / h]G8/sf] leGgtf k|:t't u/L ;]S;
s[lt eTsfP/ gofF s[lt agfpg] dfGotf /fVb5 . s'g} h}ljs ePsf] / h]G8/nfO{ dgf]j1} flgs wf/0ff dfq
klg ;flxlTos s[lt jf kf7sf] cy{ ;f]xL kf7 jf atfpFb} /fhgLltsf] ;f/ zlQmdf x'g] / zlQm k'?if
s[ltaf6 vf]Hg'kg{] dfGotf /fVb5 . o;n] ljwfe~hg, s]Gb|L ePsfn] gf/Lx¿ k'?ifsf] cwLgdf /x]sf] tyf
ljlgld{t :j¿k, ljwfGt/0f ePsf, cg'ejGof;, of] hftLo lje]beGbf cem s7f]/ /x]sf] dfGotf /fv]sL
/rgfue{, syf]kGof;, ?aGw, lgkq cflb gjljwfsf 5g\ -kf}8o\ fn, @)&) M !)%_ . of] ;dfnf]rgf
¿kdf cfPsf kf7sf] ljZn]if0f ub{5 -uf}td, -s_ lkt[;Qfsf] lj/f]w, -v_ gf/L ;flxTosf] vf]h,
@)^& M #()_ . s]Gb|lj/f]lwtf / ljk7gfTdstf -u_ gf/LjfbL ;dfnf]rgfsf] :yfkgf / ljsf; # r/0f
x'bF } cl3 a9]sf] s'/f s[i0f cfrfo{n] pNn]v u/]sf
o;sf d"n k|jl[ Q x'g\ .
5g\ -cfrfo{, @)^( M !(#_. of] ;dfnf]rgf w]/}
!=#=@ gf/LjfbL ;dfnf]rgf
ljifo If]q / ;dfnf]rgfsf cGo k|sf/;Fu ;DalGwt
gf/L d"No, cl:tTj / ;dfgtf cflbnfO{ s]Gb|df /fvL b] l vG5 . n} l ª\ u s ;dfnf] r gf, ljlgdf{ 0 fjfbL
ul/g] ;dfnf]rgf gf/LjfbL ;dfnf]rgf xf] . of] zAb ;dfnf]rgf, sfnfhftLo gf/L ;dfnf]rgf cflb;Fu
] f
cª\uh]| L efiffsf] km]ldlg:6 lqml6l;Hdsf] g]kfnL ¿kfGt/ ;DalGwt 5 . of] ;dfnf]rgfn] k'?ifx¿n] n]vs
xf] . k'?if k|wfg ;dfhsf lj?4sf] gf/L ljb|fx] nfO{ s[ltdf gf/LnfO{ s;/L x]l/Psf] 5 eGg] cWoog
o;n] cfÇgf] cfwf/e"ld agfPsf] 5 . /fhg}lts / ub{5 . k'?if n]vsn] gf/LnfO{ x]o ¿kdf k|:t't ug{]
;fdflhs tyf ;dfgtfsf kIfdf jsfnt ug{] of] tyf gf/Lsf] hLjg oyfy{nfO{ ;xL ¿kdf lrq0f ug{
lrGtg cGt/f{li6«o gf/L cfGbf]ngsf] Ps cª\u g;Sg] ePsfn] k'?if n]vssf] lj/f]w / gf/L n]vg /
] f s[ltsf]
ag]/ ;flxTo l;h{gf / ;dfnf]rgfdf ljsl;t ePsf] k7gnfO{ dxŒj lbG5 . o;n] gf/Ln] n]vs
b]lvG5 . gf/L cfGbf]ngsf] k/Dk/f lgs} klxn]bl] v P]ltxfl;s, eflifs, dgf]j}1flgs / ;dfhzf:qLo
yflnPsf] eP klg gf/LjfbL lrGtgsf] yfngL / ljzb\ cWoog ub{5 . gf/LnfO{ n}lª\us b[li6n] sdhf]/
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8fo:kf]l/s xf] / o:tf ;flxlTos /rgf;Fu ;DalGwt
;dfnf] r gf 8fo:kf] l /s ;dfnf] r gf xf] . of]
;dfnf]rgfn] k|jf;Lx¿sf] dgl:ylt / pgLx¿n]
l;h{gf ug{] ;flxTodf JoQm x'g] efj jf ljrf/ s]
s:tf] 5 egL ljZn]if0f ub{5 . k|jf;LnfO{ nIoe"ld
/ dft[el" dn] kf/]sf] k|efjsf] ljZn]if0f, cfk|jf;Lsf
!=#=# 8fo:kf]l/s -cfk|jf;Lo_ ;dfnf]rgf lbgrof{ / dfgl;stfsf] vf]hL, k|jf;Lsf b'Mv, kL8f,
8fo:kf]/fsf] ;fdfGo cy{ s'g} Ps 7fpFaf6 ljZjsf lrGtf, kl/rosf] ;ª\s6, zª\sf, ;Gqf;, pgLx¿df
ljleGg 7fpFdf 5l/P/ /x]sf cfjf;, a;f]af;L ljBdfg lgjf{;g eo / å}w dfgl;stf, :j;+:s[lt,
/ ltgsf cg'ej eGg] cy{ x'G5 -uf}td, @)^$ M :jhg, ;f+:s[lts ljrng / cGtld{>0f, ;'/Iff, ;ª\3if{
@*)_ . ;fdfGotof ljljw sf/0fn] cfÇgf] hGd:yn cflb kIfsf] s]Gb|df /xL ;dfnf]rgf ub{5 . of]
5f8]/ cGo d'ns
' df a;f]af; ug{ k'us
] fx¿sf cg'el" t, 8fo:kf]/fsf ;DaGwdf snd rnfpg]df ljlnod
;'vb'MvfTds ef]ufO, la/fgf]kg / dft[el" dk|ltsf] dfof, ;fk|mg, luN/f]o lSnkf]8{ cflb /x]sf 5g\ eg] ;h{sx¿df
:jklxrfg, cfk|jf;Lo kL8f, ;Gtf]if h:tf l:yltnfO{ dfOsn cf]Gbfh], ?y k|fk/ emfjnf, leP; gOkn,
d'Vo ljifoj:t' agfO{ /lrPsf s[lt 8fo:kf]l/s ;flxTo ;ndfg ?:bL cflb /x]sf 5g\ .
x'g\ eg] To;sf] ljZn]if0f ug{] ;dfnf]rgf 8f:kf]l/s
;dfnf]rgf xf] . of] cª\uh]| Lsf] 8fo:kf]l/s lqml6l;Hdsf] !=#=$ jftfj/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf
g]kfnL ¿kfGt/ xf] . o;nfO{ cfk|jf;L, k/fb]zLo, jftfj/0fLo r]t, jftfj/0f lj1fg, jftfj/0fjfbsf
b]zkf/Lo, ljsL0f{g, lj:yfkg, lgjf{;g, u}/ cfjf;Lo ljrf/ ;d]6L n]lvPsf s[ltsf] jftfj/0fnfO{ g} cfwf/
zAbaf6 klg lrgfpg ;lsG5 . o;sf] Jo'TklQut agfP/ ljZn] i f0f÷d" N ofª\ s g ug{ ] ;dfnf] r gf
cy{ jg:ktLo aLp, hah{:tL aflx/ k7fpg', s'g} jftfj/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf xf] . of] cª\uh]| L zAb Osf]
7fpFaf6 5'l§O{ 5l/P/ /xg' cflb leGg leGg cy{ lqml6l;Hdsf] g]kfnL ¿kfGt/ xf] . o;nfO{ xl/t
/x]sf] b]lvG5 . 8fof:kf]/f zAbn] ;'?df h'g;'s} b]z cWoog, kl/j[QLo ;dfnf]rgf, kof{j/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf
/ hfltnfO{ ga'emfP/ Kofn]:6fOg aflx/ lgjf{l;t klg elgG5 . o;nfO{ dfgjLo / dfgj]t/ hut\larsf]
hLjg latfpg] ox'bL ;d'bfo dfq eGg] cy{ a'emfpYof] cWoog eg]/ a'lemG5 . jftj/0fLo ;+/If0fut r]tgf
-n'O6F n] , @)^^ M !#_ . t/ jt{dfgdf cfÇgf] yftynf] / z'4tfnfO{ hf]ufpg'kg{] dfGotf klxNo}bl] v eP tfklg
:j}lR5s, afWofTds ¿kdf 5f8]/ cs{} 7fpFdf uO{ o;df cfwfl/t eO{ l;h{gf ug{] jf ;dfnf]rgf ug{]
a;f]af; ug{] ;a} hflt / dfgjnfO{ o;n] ;ª\st] sfo{sf] k|f/De ;g\ !(*) lt/ ;'? ePsf] dflgG5 .
ub{5 . b]zb]lv 6f9f /x]sf JolQmx¿nfO{ cfh o;df k|sl[ t / hLjwf/L k|f0fLx¿ lar, hLjwf/L /
8fo:kf]/f eg]/ lrlgG5 . ;flxTo / ;dfnf]rgfsf hLjwf/Lsf lar;Fu} dfgjLo pkl:ylt / k|sl[ tsf]
;Gbe{df eGbf 8fo:kf]/fsf] kL8f, cg'el" t, cfTdklxrfg ljgfz larsf ;DaGwsf] cWoog ul/G5 . jf:tjdf
/ cl:tTjsf] vf]h h:tf kIf k|ltljlDat ePsf] ;flxTo of] wtL{ arfpg, k|sl[ t hf]ufpg, dfgj ;+xf/ /f]sf}F /
7fGg] k'?ifs]Gb|L, ;fdflhs ;f+:s[lts JofVofsf] lj/f]w
ub{} gf/Lsf] cfÇg} efiff, z}nL cg'ej x'g] / pm k"0f{
:jtGq x'g] sf]0faf6 s[lt ljZn]if0f ub{5 . ;fdfGotM
gf/L :jtGqtf, ;dfgtf / cj;/sf] cfjfh p7fpg]
/ s[lt ljZn]if0f o;n] ub{5 .
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k|fs[lts ljgfznfO{ /f]sf}F eGg] dfGotfnfO{ cjnDag ljlnod /8sn] ;g\ !(&* lt/ k|of]u u/]sf x'g\
u/L n]lvPsf s[ltx¿sf] ;f]xL d"No dfGotfdf 6]s/] -kf}8o\ fn, @)&) M !!&_ . o:t} sfn{ qmf]a/, r]l/n
ljZn]if0f ug{] cfnf]rgf jftfj/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf xf] . Unf]6\km]N6L cflb / OhnL cflbn] o;n] nf]slk|o
of] ;dfnf]rgfn] jftfj/0f lj1fgsf] ;xfotf lnP/ agfP . o;df snd rnfpg] ;dfnf]rsx¿df
k|f0fL jf hLljt j:t'x¿sf] jftfj/0f;Fusf] ;DaGwsf] hfgfyg af6], n]/G] ; sk, l/rf8{ s]l/h, u|h] u]/fO,
cWoog ub{5 . jftfj/0f d'VotM k|fs[lts / dg'ioåf/f 6]/L lukmf]8{ cflb /x]sf 5g\ -P]hg, k[= !!*_ . o;/L
lgld{t u/L @ k|sf/sf] x'G5 . kfl/jfl/s, ;fdflhs, jftfj/0fLo r]tgf / ;+/If0f tyf ljgfzsf lrGtf;Fu
cfly{s, /fhgLlts, ;f+:s[lts cflb dg'ioåf/f lgld{t ;DalGwt eO{ n]lvPsf s[ltx¿sf] ljZn]if0f ug{]
jftfj/0f xf] eg] lxdfn, kxf8, t/fO{, hnjfo', s'lx/f], sfJozf:q g} jftfj/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf xf] .
j[If, kz'kG5L, hnr/ cflb k|fs[lts jftfj/0f xf]
-uf}td, @)^$ M @$^_ . of] ;dfnf]rgf d"ntM !=#=% cle3ft ;dfnf]rgf
k|fs[lts jftfj/0f;Fu ;DalGwt /x]sf] 5 . of] o'4 cftª\s, d[To', anfTsf/af6 eoeLt eO{ kLl8t
jf:tjdf jftfj/0fdf cfPsf] ;d:of÷;ª\s6af6 k|l] /t ePsf dflg;sf cge"ltx¿ ;ª\ux[ Lt s[lt cle3ftLo
eO{ ;'? ePsf] xf] . o;n] kof{j/0fnfO{ Wofgdf /fvL ;flxTo xf] eg] o:tf s[ltsf] ljZn]if0f ug]{ l;4fGt
n]lvPsf s[ltx¿sf] ljZn]if0f jftfj/0f r]tgf s} cle3ft ;dfnf] r gf xf] . of] cª\ u | ] h Lsf] 6« d f
s]Gb|df /xL ub{5 . o;n] jftfj/0f ljgfzn] dfgj lqml6l;Hdsf] g]kfnL ¿kfGt/ xf] . ;fdfGotM o'4,
nufot ;a} k|f0fLx¿nfO{ c;/ kg{] ePsfn] o;df lj5f]8, b'36{ gfsf ;fy} of}gzf]if0f, anfTsf/, lj:yfkg,
;r]ttf x'gk' g{d] f hf]8 lbG5 . o;n] s[ltdf jftfj/0f k|jf;g, k|fs[lts ljklQ, cfkmGtsf] d[To', ckx/0f,
cg'sn" jf k|lts"n| s'g ¿kdf jl0f{t 5 egL x]b5
{ . wDsL, ljZjf;3ft, 3[0ff cflbaf6 pTkGg x'g] kL8fhGo
o;n] jftfj/0f k|lts"ntfsf] dfkgsf nflu lj1fg / cg'el" tnfO{ ;d]6L n]lvPsf] ;flxTosf] ljZn]if0f ug{]
;"rgf k|ljlwx¿sf] ;d]t ;xof]u lnG5 . jftfj/0fLo ;dfnf]rgf cle3ftLo ;dfnf]rgf xf] . cle3ft jf
;flxTon] h}ljs ljljwtfsf] x|f;, ljleGg k|f0fL jf kL8f lsg / s] s;/L pTkGg eof] eGg] s'/fsf
jg:kltsf] nf]k, cf]hg txsf] Ifo, e"–Ifo, cgfj[li6, ;fk]Iftfdf /xL o;n] s[ltsf] ljZn]if0f / d"Nofª\sg
cltj[li6, v08j[li6, a;fOF;/fO, ef]sd/L / dxfdf/L ub{5 . o;df cle3ftsf sf/0f pTkGg x'g] vf;u/L
;d:of, tfkqmd j[l4, Hjfnfd'vL, ;'gfdL, af9L klx/f] dfgl;s ;d:of, cj;fg, ljeflht JolQmTj, lx:6]l/of,
cflb jftfj/0fLo kIfsf c;/x¿ b]vfpF5 eg] cfTdlj:d[lt h:tf kIfsf] klg ljZn]if0f ub{5 .
jftfj/0fLo ;dfnf]rgfn] log} s'/f s[ltleq s] slt o;sf] ljsf;df ;f];g km]nDofg, h]km| L xf6{Dofg,
/ s;/L ePsf 5g\ egL ljj]rgf ub{5 -kf}8o\ fn, SofyL Sof?y, Hofs 8]l/8f, x\of/f]N8 An'd cflb
@)&) M !!^_ . dfgj hLjg / o;sf] cl:tTjsf ljåfg\x¿sf] dxŒjk"0f{ of]ubfg /x]sf] 5 -kf}8o\ fn,
nflu jftfj/0fLo ;+/If0f r]tdf o;n] hf]8 lbG5 . @)&) M !@$_ . dgf]lj1fgsf l;UdG8 k|mfo8\sf
of] ;dfnf]rgf !(*)÷() sf] bzsb]lv cd]l/sfaf6 lrGtgnfO{ o;n] k|z:t u|x0f u/]sf] 5 . o;n]
;'? ePsf] dflgG5 . Osf] lqml6;Hd zAbsf] k|of]u s[ltdf o'4, cftª\s jf ;Gqf;sf] cleJolQm s] s:tf]
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5 / dflg;n] dfgl;s cf3ft s] s;/L ef]us
] f] 5 lqmofdf lge{/ x'g] s'/f :jLsf/ ub{5 . cDa6f{] Osf],
eGg] s'/f s[ltn] s] s;/L j0f{g u/]sf] 5 egL xf]NofG8, lAnr, ldr]n l/kmft]o/, lk;n] afp; cflb
d"Nofª\sg ub{5 . dflg;sf] dgf]nf]s / cle3ftsf o;sf d'Vo lrGts / n]vs x'g\ .
sf/0f pTkGg c;fdfGo sfo{snfksf] ljZn]if0f /
d"Nofª\sg ub{5 .
!=#=& pQ/ cf}klgj]lzs ;dfnf]rgf
pklgj]z eGgfn] o'/f]kn] L b]zx¿n] Pl;of, clk|msf,
!=#=^ kf7s k|ltlqmofk/s ;dfnf]rs
Nofl6g cd]l/sf cflb d'ns
' x¿df :yfkgf u/]sf]
s'g} klg s[lt s'g} ;h{såf/f n]lvg] eP tfklg n]vs cflwkTonfO{ a'lemG5 . vf;u/L bf];f| ] ljZjo'4eGbf
jf kf7nfO{ dxŒj glbO{ kf7snfO{ dxŒj lbg] klxnf o'/f]lkog zf;sx¿n] cGo b]zdf zf;g /
;dfnf]rgf kf7s k|ltlqmofk/s ;dfnf]rgf xf] . zlQm :yfkgfsf ;fy} tL b]zsf Oltxf;, ;+:s[lt,
o;nfO{ kf7sfled'vL / kf7sLo cg'lqmofk/s ;flxTo / ;ª\syg :j¿kx¿sf] cfÇg} lsl;dn] JofVof
;dfnf]rgf klg elgG5 . of] cª\uh]| L l/8/ /]:kf]G; u/]/ cfÇgf] ;a} s'/f ;Eo, ;';:+ s[t / pTs[i6 tyf
lqml6l;Hdsf] g]kfnL ¿kfGt/0f xf] . o;n] kf7 / pklgj]zdf k/]sf b]zx¿sf] ;Eotf, ;+:s[lt,
kf7s clg kf7s / kf7sf larsf] ;DaGwsf ;fy} ;flxTonfO{ lgDg :t/sf] lk5l8Psf] egL JofVof
kf7ssf] k7g lqmofdf ;xefuL x'bF f ckgfpg] tl/sfsf u/] . o;/L klZrdfx¿n] u/]sf] kl/efiff Pjd\ agfPsf]
af/]df cWoog ub{5 -clwsf/L, @)^! M !$@_ . of] dfkb08nfO{ k|lt:yfkg ub{} cfÇg} lsl;dn] Oltxf;
;dfnf]rgfn] cy{nfO{ s[ltdf ljBdfg j:t'ut ;+/rgf lgdf{0f ug{] / oL kIfx¿sf] k'gd{N" ofª\g ug{] ;dfnf]rgf
gdfgL cy{sf] pTklQ kf7ssf] dl:tis / s[ltsf g} pQ/ cf}klgj]lzs ;dfnf]rgf xf] . of] ;dfnf]rgf
zAbsf] cGtsf{oa{ f6 x'G5 eGg] dfGotf /fVb5 . klZrd Ot/sf] ;dfnf]rgf xf] . kfZrfTo ;flxTo /
o;n] l;4fGt / ljlwnfO{ hf]8 lbG5 / kf7sn] To;df klg ljz]ifu/L cª\uh]| L ;flxTosf] tyfslyt
kf7;Fu cg'el" tsf] cfTd;ft u/]kl5 kf7sf] ;xL cy{ pRrtfsf] dfkb08nfO{ r'gf}tL lb“b} t];f| ] ljZjsf
nfUg] dfGotf /fVb5 . kf7sn] ;flxlTos s[ltn] ljåfg\x¿åf/f ul/Psf] ;dfnf]rgf k|of; pQ/
lbPsf] j:t'ut cy{nfO{ lgliqmo ¿kn] gef]uL ;lqmo cf}klgj]lzs ;dfnf]rgf xf] -P6d, @)^! M @%) .
¿kn] cy{sf] l;h{gf ug{] dfGotf /fVb5 . Pp6} of] zAb cª\u|]hLsf] kf]:6sf]nf]lgon lqml6l;Hdsf]
s[ltsf] klg kf7ssf cfwf/df km/s km/s cy{sf] g]kfnL ¿kfGt/ xf] . of] ;dfnf]rgfn] cf}klgj]lzs
l;h{gf x'g;S5 eGg] dfGotf o;sf] 5 . k7gnfO{ sfnsf] cGofo / bdgsf] ljZn]if0f ub{5 . o;n]
cy{sf] kl/k"/s dfGg] o;df kf7, k7g / kf7ssf] o"/f]k s]lGb|t ;flxlTos tyf snfut dfGotfnfO{
lqsf]0ffTds ;DaGw /x]sf] x'G5 . o;n] kf7ssf] eª\u u/L ;flxTosf] :yflkt dfkb08df cf}klgj]lzs
e"ldsfnfO{ ;jf{R] r :yfg lbG5 . of] ;dfnf]rgfn] / pQ/ cf}klgj]lzs ;flxTosf/x¿nfO{ ;dfj]z
n]vs d[To'sf] 3f]if0ff, ax'njfbL kf7sf] 3f]if0ff ub{5 . n'O; 6fO;g, P8j8{ 8An' ;Ob, ufoqL
cflbaf6 cfÇgf] k"jf{wf/ lgdf{0f u/]sf] 5 . o;n] rqmjtL{, l:kefs ;ndfg ?:bL, xf]dL s] efef, Phfh
l;h{gfTds s[ltsf] cy{ / dxŒj kf7s / k7g cxdb cflb o;sf d'Vo lrGts dflgG5g\ .
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!=#=* n}ª\lus ;dfnf]rgf

km/s km/s ljifo jf kf08'lnlksf] cWoog u/L
ltgdf eflifs ¿kdf kfOg] leGgtfsf] klxrfg u/L
;Tofkg ug{] sfd o;n] ub{5 .

of] ;dfnf]rgfn] n}lª\us clwsf/ / :jtGqtfsf]
;fy} ;dlnª\uL / cGo lnª\uLx¿sf] :jklxrfg,
cl:tTj, efiff, ;fdflhs dfGotf cflb kIfsf] vf]hL
u/L ;flxlTos s[ltsf] d"Nofª\sg ug{] ;dfnf]rgf
xf] . o;n] k/Dk/fut ¿kdf JofVof ul/P eGbf
leGg k|sf/n] of}lgstf / n}lª\ustfsf] cWoog
ub{ 5 . of] ;dfnf] r gfn] gf/Ljfbn]
;dlnª\uLotfjfbnfO{ alxisf/ gu/L cfkm"leq
;d]6g\ k' g{] dfGotf /fVb5 .

o; cltl/Qm o; pQ/ cfw'lgs ;dfnf]rgfleq lgDg
;dfnf]rgfx¿ klg kb{5g\ –
• gj dgf]ljZn]if0ffTds ;dfnf]rgf
• ;LdfGtLo -;afN6g{_ ;dfnf]rgf
• hghftLo ;dfnf]rgf
• ;fOa/ ;dfnf]rgf
• ;f+:s[lts ;dfnf]rgf
• k|t] 5fofk/s ;dfnf]rgf
• gjgLltk/s ;dfnf]rgf
• gjbfOlgs ;dfnf]rgf
• kbfy{jfbL÷ckbfy{jfbL ;dfnf]rgf
• n}ªl\ us ;dfnf]rgf cflb .

!=#=( kf7fnf] r g ;dfnf] r gf
of] ;dfnf]rgf d"n kf08'lnlk jf d"n k|ltsf
k|ltlnlkx¿df kfOg] cfGtl/s / afx\o b'j} kIfsf
leGgtf klxrfg u/L d"n kf7sf] lg¿k0f ug{]
;dfnf]rgf xf] . Pp6} kf08'lnlksf Ps} ljifosf

;Gbe{;r" L
l;4fGt sf7df8f}“ M ;femf k|sfzg .
clwsf/L, OGb|ljnf; -@)^!_, klZrdL ;flxTo l;4fGt,
cfrfo{, s[i0fk|;fb -@)^(_, kfZrfTo ;flxTo l;4fGt / g]kfnL ;dfnf]rgf
gf, sf7df8f}“ M lIflth
k|sfzg .
P6d, g]q -@)^!_, ;dfnf]rgfsf] :j¿k
:j¿k, sf7df8f}“ M ;femf k|sfzg .
uf}td, s[i0f -@)^$_, pQ/ cfw'lgs lh1f;f
lh1f;f, sf7df8f}“ M e[s6' L Ps]8l] ds klAns];G; .
k4lt, nlntk'/, aª\unfd'vL ckm;]6 k|;] .
kf}8o\ fn, Psgf/fo0f -@)&)_, ;dfnf]rgfsf] :j¿k / k4lt
a/fn, Clif/fh -@)^#_ pQ/ cfw'lgstfjfb / ;dsfnLg oyfy
oyfy{, sf7df8f}“ M k|ultzLn ;flxTo
cWoog s]Gb| .
e§/fO{, uf]ljGb/fh -@)^$_, ;doaf]w / pQ/ cfw'lgstf ljdz{, sf7df8f}“ M df]8g{ a'S; .
n'O6F n] , vu]Gb|k;| fb -@)^^_, g]kfnL ;flxTodf 8fo:kf]/fsf] of]ubfg, xfd|f] Wjlg -)$&÷^_ k[= !#–@!_ .
zdf{, df]xg/fh / cGo -@)^!_, k"jL{o / kfZrfTo ;flxTo l;b\wfGt
fGt, sf7df8f}“ M ljBfyL{ k':ts e08f/ .
z
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